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APR 85 MAY	 JUN	 JUL	 AUG	 SEP	 OCT	 NOV
A.	 SOLAR AiD INTEPPLANETARY PHENOMENA
A.1	 Sunspot Drawings	 490A 34 491A 28 492A 30 493A 24 494A 26 495A 26 496A 28
A.2aa Intl. Provisional Sunspot Numbers 	 489A 7 490A 7 491A 7 492A 9 493A 7 494A 7 495A 7 496A 7
A2c American Sunrr3t Numbers	 491A 7 490A 7 491A 7 492A 9 493A 7 494A 7 495A 7 496A 7
A.3a Mt. Wilson Magnotograms 	 490A 34 491A 28 492A 30 493A 24 494A 26 495A 26 496A 28
A.3b Mt. Wilson Sunspot Magnetic Class	 490A 64 491A 59 492A 60 493A 55 494A 57 495A 56 496A 59
A.3c Kitt Peak Magnetograms
	
490A 34 491A 28 492A 30 493A 24 494A 26 495A 26 496A 28
A.3d Mean Solar Magnetic Field (Stanford) 48QA 23 490A 23 491A 20 492A 25 493A 19 494A 20 495A 21 496A 23
A.3e Stanford Magnetograms 	 490A 34 491A 28 492A 30 493A 24 494A 26 493A 26 496A 28
A,4 H-alpha Filtergrams	 490A 34 491A 28 492A 30 493A 24 494A 26 495A 26 496A 28
A.5	 Calcium Plage Photos/Drawings.	 . .Mar-Apr 84 in 491A 95; May 84 In 492A104; Jun-Jul 84 In 493A 77
A.5a Calcium Plage and Sunspot Regions. . Feb 83 in 494A 81; Mar 83 In 495A 73; Apr-May 83 in 496A 90
A.5b Daily Calcium Plage Indices. . . . . .Jun-Aug 83 In 485A113
A.6 H-alpha Synopi'.: Charts 	 490A 26 491A 26 492A 28 493A 22 494A 24 495A 24 496A 26
A.6b Active Region Carte Syn ,)ptique	 4948 4
A.6c Stanford Meg Field Synoptic Maps	 490A 28 491A 25 492A 30 493A 23 494A 25 495A 25 496A 26
A.6d Kitt Peak Meg Field Synopt 4, Maps	 490A 30 491A 26
A.6e Mass ejections fror the Sum	 4948 24 4958 30 4968 20
A,6f Active Prominences and Fllements	 4948 25 4956 78 4968 21
A.79 Kitt Peak Helium Synoptic Maps 	 490A 32 491A 27
A.7h Coronal Line Emisslomm (Sac. Peak)	 490A 34 491A 28 492A 30 493A 24 494A 26 495A 26 49EA 28
A.Baa 2800 MHz-	 Solar Flux (Ottawa) 	 489A 7 '^OA 7 491A 7 492A 9 493A 7 494A 7 49 1.^A 7 496A 7
A.Sac 2800 MHz- Adj Solar Flux (Ottawa)	 489A 7 490A 7 491A 7 492A 9 493A 7 494A 7 495A 7 496A 7
A.Sg Adj Daily Solar Fluxes (Sagamore) 	 489A 7 490A 7 491A 7 492A 9 493A 7 494A 7 495A 7 496A 7
A.!Oa Interferometric Chart/169 MHz Nancay 489A 16 490A 15 491A 14 492A 18 494A 76 494A 14 495A 15 496A 14
A.10c East-West Scans - 21 cm - Flours 	 489A 19 490A 18 491A 17 492A 21 493A 16 494A 17 495A 18 496A 17
A.10d East-West Scans - 43 cm - Flours 	 489A 20 490A 19 491A 18 492A 22 493A 17 494A 18 495A 19 496A 18
A.10e East-West Scans - 10 am - Ottawa 	 489A 18 490A 17 491A 16 492A 20 493A 15 494A 16 495A 17 496A 16
A.iOf East-West Scans - 3 cm - Toyn"awa	 489A 17 490A 16 491A 15 492A 19 493A 14 494A 15 495A 16 496A 15
A.ilg Solar X-ray GOES (graphs/table)	 4948 18 4958 22 4968 14
A.12e Solar Pbrticles (IMP H 6 J).	 . . .Jan-Mar 83 In 4788 28; Apr-Dec 83 in 4918 80
A.13d Solar Wind from IP Scintillations
A.13e Solar Plasma (IMP H d J) . . . . . . .Jul 84-Mar 85 In 4948158
A.13f Solar Wind (Pioneer 12). . . . . . . .Aug 83-Jan 84 in 487A 82
A.16a SMM Solar Irradiance
A.16b NIMBUS Solar Irradiance.. . .Nov 78-Mar 84 In 48% 70
A.17 Interplanetary Meg Field (Pioneer 12)
A.17c inferred Interplanetary Meg Field	 494A 77 494A 77 494A 77 494A 77 494A 77 494A 77 494A 77 496A 21
B.	 IONOSPHERIC RADIO PROPAGATION EFFECTS
B.52 Field Strength Graphs North Atlantic 190A 82 491A 80 492A 80 4931 74 494A 72 495A 68 496A 76
8.53 Quality Indices on Paths to Germany 490A 84 4918 82 492A 79 49:A 76 494A 74 495A 70 06A 75
C.	 SOLAR FLARE-ASSOCIATED EVENTS
C. la H-Alpha Flares
	
489A !2 490A 12 491A 12 492A 14 493A 12 494A 12 495A 12 496A 12
C.lna H-alpha Flare Groups ... Oct-Doc 83 in 4936 21; Jan-Jun 84 in 4948 27; Jul-Dec 84 in 4958 32; Jan-Jun 85 in 4968 26
C.1d Flare Patrol Observations 	 ---	 490A 14 491A 13 492A 17 493A 13 494A 13 495A 14 496A 13
C.id Flare Patrol Observations ............ Jan-Jun 84 In 4948 27; Jul-Doc 84 In 4958 40; Jan-Jun 85 In 4968 33
C.le Flare Indices Qhy day)
C.3	 Radio Bursts Fixed Freq. 	 4948 6 4958 6 4968 i1
C.3 Radio Bursts Fixed Freq. Selected 	 489A 21 490A 20 491A 19 492A 23
C.4d Radio Bursts Spectral l(;u.joora)	 Jan-Apr 1985 In 4968 81
C.4e Radio Bursts Spectral (Weissonau) 	 490A 69 491A 65 492A 67 493A 63
C.4f Radio Bursts Spectral (Sagamore Hill) 490A 69 491A 65 492A 67 493A 63
C.41 Radio Bursts Spectral (Bleien) 	 490A 69 491A 65 492A 67 493A 63
C.4k Radio Bursts Spectral (Learmonth) 	 490A 69 491A 65 492A 67 493A 63
C.41 Radio Bursts Spectral (Pa'ehua) 	 490A 69 491A 65 492A 67 493A 63
C.6	 Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances	 490A 67 491A 64 492A 66 493A 63
D.	 GEONAGNE-TIC PMENOMENA
D.la Geomagnotic Indices	 490A 76 491A 74 492A 73 493A 70
D.1ba 27-day Chart of Kp Indices 	 490A 78 491A 76 492A 75 493A 72
D.lc 27-day Chart of C9
D.id Principal Magnetic Storms
	
490A 80 491A 78 492A 77 493A 73
D.)f Sudden Commencements/Flare Effects	 4901 81 491A 79 492A 78 494A 79
D.1g Equatorial Ir.dices Dst 	 490A 79 491A 77 492A 76 494A 78
F.	 COSMIC RAYS
F.1a Neutron Monitor Counts (Deep River) 	 492A 88
F.1b Neutron Monitor Counts (Climax) 	 490A 75 491A 73 492A 69 493A 69
F.le Neutron Monitor Counts iAlert) 	 492A 88
F.Ih Noutrori Monitor Cc4nts (Thu;*)	 491A 86 491A 73 492A 69 493A 69
F.11 4outron Monitor 3punts (Kiel)	 490A 75 491A 73 492A 69 493A 69
F,ij Keutroti Monitor Counts (Tokyo)	 490A 75 491A 73 492A 69 493A 69
F.11 Neutron Monitor Counts (Huaneayo)
F.1m Neutron Monitor Counts (Predigtstuhl) 490A 75 491A 73 492A 69 493A 69
H.	 MISCELLANEOUS
H.60 IUWDS Alert Periods	 489A 4 490A 4 491A 4 492A 5
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The entry "490A 34" under Apr 1985, for example, means that the sunspot drawings
PHYSICAL DATA No. 490, Part I, and that they begin on page 34. "A" denotes Part
data not ye+ received and dashes Indicate unavellable data.
493A 18 494A 19 495A 20 496A 19
494A 62 495A 58 496A 64
494A 62 495A 58 496A 64
494A 62
494A 62 495A 58 496A 64
494A 62 495A 58 496A 64
494A 61 494A 57 496A 62
494A 68 495A 64 496A 71
494A 70 495A 66 196A 73
494A 71 495A 67 496A 74
495A 72 496A 80
494A 67
494A 67 495A 63 496A 67
494A 67 494A 63 496A 67
494A 67 495A 63 496A 67
494A 67 495A 63 496A 67
493A 4 494A 4 495A 4 496A 4
----------------------------------
for Apr 1985 appear in SOLAR-GEO-
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NOW 85 ALERT FER IOM
IN ERIIIAT1OW IfS 19M AND WORLD DAIS SERVICE
SL"Wy OF THE (EOALERT MESSAGES NOVEMBER 1985
NO DI DO WOLF l OCM A LOC TOT M
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
X
	 OUTSTANDING EVENTS DA LOC OE ALE RTS
305 01 31 000 071 005 S POTN I L
-----------------°---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
01 S POTN I L S OLQU IE T
MAGQU IE T
306 02 01 000 070 015 S POTN I L 02 S POTN 1 L S OLQU IE T
MAGQUIET
307 03 02 000 070 015 S POTN I L 03 S POTN ; S OLQU IE T
MAGQUIET
308 04 03 000 069 024 SPOTNIL Od S POTN I L SOLQUIET 
MAGQU i E T
r
309 05 04 000 069 O1 l S POTN I L 05 S POTN I L S OLQU IE T
MAGQU 1 E T
F
t	 310 06 05 018 070 008 N14W28 0	 0 0 06 N14W28 Q SOLQUIET
F	 I MAGQUIET
j	 311 07 06 021 071 013 N141#41 0	 0 0 07 N14W41 Q SOLQUIET
° MAGQUIET
312 08 07 022 073 008 N14W55 1	 0 0 08 N141455 Q S ()LQU IE T
MA: QUIET
313 09 08 032 075 005 N141070 4	 0 0 09 N14W70 Q SOLQUIET
S 09E 80 0	 0 0 S 09E 80 Q MAGQUIET
314 1i 09 027 074 010 N1084 0	 0 0 10 N14W84 Q SOLQUIET
S'GE67 0	 0 0 S 1GE67 Q MAGQUIET
315 11 10 027 074 013 N13W92 0	 0 0 11 N13W92 Q SOLQUIET
S 1 GE 54 0	 0 0 S i GE 54 Q MAGQU IE T
316 12 it 017 076 014 SIGJE Q O 3	 0 0 12 SIOE40 Q SOLQUIET
MAC.::--T
317 13 12 031 076 006 S 1 GE26 0	 0 0 13 S 1 GE26 Q S OLQU IE T
NO3E 76 0	 9 0 NO3E 76 Q MAGQUIET
318 14 13 044 076 020 S 1 GE 13 0	 0 0 14 S l OE 13 Q S OLQU IE T
S 08E 52 1	 0 0 S 08E 52 Q MAGQUIET
N04E60 0	 0 0 NO4E60 Q
319 15 14 050 079 014 S09E03 0	 0 0 15 S09E03 Q SOLQUIET
S09F41 0	 0 0 S09E41 Q MAGQUIET
NO3E 4' 0	 0 0 NO3£ 46 Q
320 16 15 050 086 012 S 09W 12 0	 0 0 16 S 09W12 Q S OLQU IE T
S08E27 1	 0 0 SOEE27 Q MAGQUIET
NO3E32 0	 0 0 NO3E32 Q
321 17 16 036 081 010 S l OW27 0	 0 0 17 S 1 OW27 Q S OLQU IE T
S 08E 13 0	 0 0 S 08E 13 Q MAGQU IE T
322 18 17 033 079 008 S 08WO1 0	 0 0 18 S 08W01 Q S OLQU IE T
NO2E 29 0	 0 0 NO 2E 29 Q MAGQU IE T
323 19 18 046 079 012 N08W15 0	 0 0 19 N08W15 Q SOLQUIET
S09W14 0	 0 0 S09W14 Q MAGQUIET
NOIE 17 0	 0 0 N01E 17 Q
324 20 19 030 078 018 S 09W28 0	 0 0 20 S 09W28 Q S OLQU IE T
N01W01 0	 0 0 NO1W0I Q MAGQUIET
325 21 20 )29 018 004 S 09W42 0	 0 0 21 S 09W42 Q S OLQU IE T
NO2W16 1	 0 0 NO2W16 Q MAGQU!ET
S
ALERT FER10M NOW 85
1 NIERMRT I OVAL t% I GRAM AND VORI D DAIS SERB ICE
SLWARY OF THE GEOALERT NESSAGES
----------------------------------------------------------------------•--
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326	 22	 21	 025	 076	 005 S 09W59	 0	 0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 22 S 09W59 Q	 S OLQU IE T
NO3W29	 0	 0 0 NO3W29 Q	 MAGQUIET
327	 23	 22	 Oil	 075	 008 SO9W73	 0	 0 0 23 SOPW73 Q	 SOLQUIET
MAGQU 1 E T
328
	
24	 23	 Oil	 075	 005 S C ^W87	 0	 0 0 24 S 09W87 Q	 S OLQU IE T
MAGQU I E T
329
	 25	 24	 000
	
074	 005 SPOTNIL 25 SPOTNIL SOLQUIET
MAGQUiET
330
	 26	 25	 000	 072	 006 SPOTNIL 26 SPOTNIL S OLQU IE T
MAGQU 1 E T
331	 27	 26	 000	 071	 008 SPOTNIL 27 SPOTNIL SOLQUIET
MAGQU IE T
332	 28	 27	 000	 072	 015 SPOTNIL PRESTO 28/0000 UT MAGGTORM 28 SPOTNIL SOLQUIET
BEGINS 27/0300 UT MAGQUIET
333	 29	 28	 000	 071	 013 SPOTNIL 29 SPOTNIL S OLQU IE T
MAGALERT
MINOR 29/30
334	 30	 29	 000	 071	 017 SPOTNIL PRES TO 30/0000 UT MAG6 TORM 30 SPOTNIL
 S OLQU IE T




01	 30	 000	 071	 040 SPOTNIL 01 SPOTNIL SOLQUIET
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MAGNIL
NO= MESSAGE SERIAL NUMBER, DI-DATE OF ISSUE, DO=DATE OF OBSERVATION,	 WOLF=WOLF
---------------------------
NUMBER,	 IOCM = 10 CM SOLAR
FLUX,	 A=A	 INDEX, LOC-LOCATION LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE, TOT = TOTAL NUMBER OF FLARES, M=NUMBER OF M FLARES,
X =NUMBER OF X FLARES, DA=DATE OF FORECAST,
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OE -ES CR I PT I ON, Q=QU IE T, E :C RUPT i VE , A=ACT 1 VE , P=PROTON.
PRES TO NESS ACES	 (THE RAP i D REPOR T OF MA InR EVENTS) 
--------------------
NOVEMBER 1985








Nov 85 ItfrE11MATIONAL (R I ) RELATIVE SUNSPOT WINAGM
1984 1985 Final
------------------------------°'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prov




01 19 0 16
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------





02 22 0 22 13 21 Is 0 27 25 0 0 0
03 19 0 25 9 23 14 11 30 27 0 0 11
04 19 0 22 0 17 )B 26 32 27 0 0 0
05 16 0 20 0 23 16 35 38 20 0 0 17
D6 21 0 16 0 19 14 37 43 14 0 0 19
07 t8 0 7 0 1: 32 38 71 12 0 0 20
08 23 11 16 14 9 44 42 67 12 0 0 18
09 21 14 24 15 9 56 42 82 17 u 0 25
10 15 0 19 13 0 49 58 62 12 0 0 15
11 28 0 13 16 0 49 66 61 12 7 0 17
12 29 13 10 18 0 33 54 45 12 0 0 19
13 26 16 11 14 0 32 45 25 0 9 11 30
14 28 26 13 10 10 32 36 9 0 9 13 44
15 26 25 11 0 0 32 37 8 0 9 15 48
16 30 26 10 it 0 31 77 9 14 9 25 39
17 24 29 12 20 0 36 11 12 8 19 43
18 12 26 10 35 10 41 18 11 11 t0 20 38
19 11 27 19 27 9 40 10 it 12 10 31 30
20 11 55 27 19 11 37 9 It 10 9 46 28
21 14 59 27 9 17 36 9 10 S 8 50 25
22 12 50 25 15 31 34 9 10 0 7 72 12
23 11 39 16 22 28 32 12 18 0 0 67 10
24 16 33 11 36 30 25 13 12 0 0 63 0
25 21 20 11 30 37 19 12 10 0 0 53 0
26 20 9 1'. 33 37 13 t0 13 8 0 38 0
27 14 6 10 27 31 12 8 12 8 0 25 0
28 16 0 9 36 27 12 8 30 10 0 14 0
29 15 9 25 26 t0 9 51 9 7 11 0
30 IO 0 29 26 8 11 46 8 7 0 0
31 10 17 23 8 40 9 0
Mean 19 16 16 17 !6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




The yearly mean sunspot number equaled 45.9 In 1964.
DA I LY SOLAR FLUX AT 2800 MHz (10.7 C -) ADJUSTED TO I AU
ALOOKUI4 RAO10 OBSERvATOR v , OTTAWA
-
-.•__
Day Dec. 84 Jan 85 Feb
--------------------------------------------------------------------'----------------
----------------------







77.0 68.4 72.2 69.3 72.2 80.6• 69.5 76.9 80.5 73.0 68.3 69.0
02 76.8 67.8 73.8 69.1 72.6 76.5 72.4 79.10 80.4 72.6 67.5 68.8
03 77.9 67.7 73.6 69.0 72.5A 72.6 74.6 81.3 79.2 73.1 66.7 68.0
04 75.9 67.8 70.9 68.6 71.9 70.8 77.5 80.4 79.3 73.5 68.3 67.6
05 73.4 67.0 71.2 67.5 71.2 71.4 84,3 83.1 78.5 72.2 67.0 68.5
06 73.0 67.9 70.6 68.1 7C.5 75.0 87.4 87.5 77.9 72.5 66.0 70.;,
07 72.8 68.1 70.3 68.0 70.3 79.1 88.4 97.7 79.5 70.8 65.9 71.8
08 74.1 67.4 72.5 68.7 69.9 83.7 88.9 96.7• 76.5 70. 65.8 '.3.7
09 74.5 68.1 73.2 68.7 69.4 89.6 89.8 100.9' 74.9 70.6 66.0 72.9
10 75.7 67.4 73.6 68.0 69.7 91.7 91.7 104.6 72.8 701.3 66.7 72.5
11 78.9 67.7 73.2 69.6 69.0 89.9 91.2 97.3 68.4 69.2 67.7 74.7
12 77.8 68.4 72.3 69.3 69.6 92.1 89.8 92.9 69.7 66.5 66.9 74.7
13 76.2 72.6 70.8 69.5 69.8 91.9 89.2 85.5 68.9 70.7 66.7 74.3
14 75.8A 72.3 70.6 69.5 70.6 90.7' 85.3 76.4 69.3 70.4 69.8 76.9
15 74.9 72.4 70.2 69.6 70.0 92.0' a3.8 73.0 69.0 71.1 71.7 82.2e
16 74.2 74.7 69.8 70.1 67.4 95.5 80.9 71.9 68.2 70.3 73.2 78.8
17 72.6 75.8 r0.9 72.1 70.2 92.3 77.3 71.9 67.9 70.0 75.5 77.4
18 70.2 74.1 73.4• 74.6 71.7 92.7 73.8 71.8 68.5 70.4 75.5 77.3
19 71.0 75.4 76.1 74.2 71.7 89.6 72.2 71.7 69.1 70.7 77.7 75.6
20 69.9 81.7• 75.0 74.2 72.3 86.7 71.9 71.7 70.6 69.8 79.4 75.7
21 69.7 84.90 74.2 76.1s 77,0 84.4• 71.5 '1.2 70.4 G9.6 84.7 73.7
22 70.7 85.3 /3.3 75.9 ?9.8 82.71 71.6 71.0 72.1 69.8 94.3 73.1
23 71.3 82.5 71.7 77.3 93.3* 80.0 71.8 71.1 72.9 69.2 93.2• 72.8
24 7.,8 78.2 70.5 79.6 89.0' 78.3 70.8 71.0 72.1 69.0 92.5 71.9
25 72.2 73.9 70.1 78.5 95.2 77.2 71.0 75.6 77.5 68.7 88.5- 70.3
26 72.3 71.0 69.7 79.7t 88.3• 75.5 70.0 77.4 72.3 68.4 83.0 69.5
27 72.0 69.5 68.9 77.4t 80.6 74.6 70.2 79.2 73,1 67.7 78.5' 69.8
28 72.2 69.6 69.7 77, 7t 78.1 72.7 71.0 81.2 73,1 67.8 76.7 69.0
29 72.1 68.7 76.7t 83.2 72.5 72.3 83.5 73.1 68.3 73.5 69.1
30 71.4 68.3 75.8t 80.8 71.4 74.8 83.8 73.9 68.3 70.5 68.8




73.5 72.1 71.9 72.5 75.7 82.0
------------------------------------------------------------'--------------------------------------
78.5 81.3 73,3 70.2 74.2 72.6
A -	 Interpolated value; --•	 - no obsoryatlon.
-----------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Adjusted for burst	 in progress at time of measurement; tcorrec t ed for	 antonne drift.
The yearly swan 2800 Metz	 flux adjusted to	 1 astronomical unit	 equaled	 !01.1 In	 1984.
FRNATA	 In. Son '.sue: njm"r 485^486, solar fluxes for 31s t da/ of 1984 must be shitted right I column
7
0 A I l y S 0 l A R I N D I C E S Nov 85
NOVEMBER 1985
Bartels Sunspot Obs Flux -----
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Solar Flux Adjus ted to	 1 Astronomical Unit -- ---
Julian Cycle Numbers Ottawa ^GMR SGMR SGMR Ottawa SGMR SGMR SGMR SGMR SGMR
Day Day Day Int Amer (2800) (15400) (8800) (4995) (2800) (2695) (1415) (610) (410) (245)
01 305 17 0 0 70.1 ---
--------------------------------------•--------------------------------------------------------------------
--- --- 69.0 -- -- -- -- --
02 306 18 0 0 69.9 538 261 93 68.8 66 54 48 19 9
03 307 19 0 0 69.1 524 284 93 68.0 66 53 48 17 9
04 308 20 0 0 68.8 540 290 97 67.6 65 53 47 19 10
05 309 21 17 16 69.7 --- 219 88 68.5 61 54 48 15 10
06 310 22 19 20 71.3 506 288 104 70.0 66 55 48 19 10
07 311 23 20 20 73.1 553 284 105 71.8 59 56 66 15 9
08 312 24 18 17 75.1 558 293 108 7;.7 70 58 52 19 11
09 313 25 25 24 74.3 546 295 107 72.9 71 56 53 19 10
10 314 26 15 17 74.0 536 289 107 72.5 71 57 50 19 1.1
11 315 27 17 17 76.2 503 288 101 74.7 69 57 50 22 11
12 316 1 19 17 76.3 --- 272 81 74.7 72 56 47 19 10
13 317 2 30 31 75,9 --- --- --- 74.3 -- -- -- --
14 318 3 44 45 78.5 547 296 112 76.9 74 61 51 21 11
15 319 4 48 47 84.0• 559 306 117 82.2• 82 66 53 21 9
16 320 5 39 40 80.6 553 310 116 78.8 75 62 57 18 9
17 321 6 43 42 79,2 --- --- --- 77.4 -- -- -- -- --
18 322 7 38 Y 79.1 1150 291 108 77.3 75 65 58 15 9
19 323 8 30 30 77.5 536 282 112 75.6 74 62 55 18 10
20 324 9 28 28 77.6 542 288 107 75,7 73 62 56 10 11
21 325 10 25 21 75.5 557 301 107 73.7 70 61 52 20 10
22 326 11 12 12 75.0 522 287 101 73.1 69 59 54 21 10
23 327 12 10 10 74.7 546 294 109 72.8 68 57 53 15 10
24 328 13 0 0 73.8 547 298 106 71.9 64 56 53 15 9
25 329 14 0 0 72.2 542 301 104 70.3 52 56 49 14 9
26 330 15 0 0 71.4 529 293 93 69.5 66 54 50 17 lu
27 331 16 0 0 71.7 526 283 85 69.8 68 55 5C 17 9
28 332 17 0 0 70.9 --- --- --- 69.0 -- -- -- -- --
29 333 18 0 0 71,0 540 300 85 69.1 64 51 45 15 9
30 334 19 0 0 70.8 519 295 84 68.8 61 51 44 14 8
Mean 17 16 74,2 538
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
288 101 72.6 69 57 51 17 10
*Adjusted for burst in progress
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
at time of measurement.
The observed and the adjusted Ottawa fluxes tabulated above are the "Series C" daily values reported by
the Algonquin Radio Observatory, Ottawa, Ontari), Canada. The letter "A" fallowing	 an entry designates
an	 Interpolated
	
flux. Numbers In parentheses In the column headings denote frequencies in MHz,
Equipment problems produced the gaps shown here	 in the Air Weather Service's Sagamore Hill (SGW) obser-
vations.
The International and American sunspot numbers shown :.- w3 are preliminary values.
8
Nov 85	 OBSERVED AND PREDICTED SOLAR ACTIVITY INDICES
NOVEMBER 1985
---------- RELATIVE SUNSPOT NUMBERS -- -- 	 ---	 281'0 MHz RADIO FLUX
International	 American	 Derived	 Aajusted to 1 AU
(Ri)	 (Ra)	 (RS)	 (,Sa)
Monthly	 Monthly	 Monthly	 Monthly
Date	 Mean	 Smoothed	 Mean	 Smoothed
	 Mean	 Smoothed	 Mean	 Smoothed
Jan 82
	 111.1	 137	 110.4	 139	 124.2	 148	 173.4	 195
Fib
	 163.6
	 133	 161.0	 134	 163.6	 144	 208.9	 191
Mar	 153.8	 129	 155.5	 130	 161.0	 139	 208.3	 186
Apr	 122.0
	 124	 121.9	 124	 113.9	 134	 162.9	 182
May	 82.2	 120	 82.6	 120	 97.7	 129	 147.9	 177
Jun	 110.4	 117	 113.5	 118
	 129.6	 127	 177.4	 175
J , 1	 106.1
	
115	 113.3	 117	 116.0	 125	 164.8	 174
Aug
	 107.6	 109	 110.5	 111	 123.9	 120	 172.1	 168
jep	 118.8
	 101	 117.8
	 103	 118.5	 112	 167.1	 161
Oct	 94.7	 96	 90.1	 97	 111.8	 106	 160.9	 155





Dec	 127.0	 95	 145.0	 95	 146.7	 101
	 173.2	 151
Jan 83	 84.3	 93	 82.8	 93	 86.7	 98	 137.7	 148
Feb	 5i.0	 90	 53.4	 90	 67.2
	 94	 119.6
	 145
Mar	 66.5	 86	 60.5	 85	 64.7	 90	 117.3	 141
Apr	 80.7	 82	 74.5	 81	 67.5	 85	 119.9
	
135
May	 99.2	 77	 97.7	 77	 86.1	 60	 137.1
	 131
Jun	 91.1
	 70	 93.1	 69	 92.4	 72	 143.0
	
124




	 66	 69.2	 63	 75.7	 66	 127.5	 118
Sep	 50.3	 68	 47.4	 66	 57.0	 67	 110.2	 119
Oct	 55.8
	 68	 52.3	 66	 58.6	 67	 111.7	 120
Nov	 33.3	 59	 30.2	 65	 35.6	 F7	 9C.4	 120
Dec
	 33.4	 64	 32.3	 62	 35 7	 65	 90.5	 118
Jan 84	 57.0	 60	 54.4	 58	 r9.4	 61	 112.4	 115
Feb
	 85.4	 56	 81.5	 54	 86.2	 58	 137.2	 101
Mar	 83.5	 :3	 83.0	 51	 68.5	 55	 120.8
	
108
Apr	 69.7	 50	 66.5	 43	 78.1	 52	 129.7	 105
May	 76.4	 48	 72.1




44	 49.8	 48	 103.5	 102
Jul	 37.4	 44	 36.2
	
42	 37.6	 39	 92.2	 99
Aug	 25.5	 40	 24.5	 38	 30.7	 41	 85.8	 95
Sep	 15.'	 34	 13.6	 31*	 23.2	 35	 78.9	 90
Oct	 12-0	 29	 9.8
	 2 *	 16.9	 31	 73.1	 86
Nov	 22.8	 25	 19.4	 23*	 18.6	 26	 74.6	 72
Dec	 18.7	 22	 17.0[0*	 17.4	 23	 73.5	 79






Feb	 15.9	 20	 16.3	 18*	 15.7	 20	 /'1 .9
	 76




Aor	 16.2	 18*	 17.1*	 11*	 19.8	 19	 75.7	 75
May	 27.5	 18*	 24 0*	 17*	 26.6	 19	 82.0	 75
Jun	 24 .2	 18 ^*	 22.?*	 16	 22.8	 18	 78 5
Jul	 30.7	 7	 *	 30.8*	 16	 25.8	 10	 81.3
Aug	 11.I	 iG	 10.7*	 7	 1' 2	 17	 73.3
;ep	 3.9	 1	 *	 3 4*	 14	 13 P	 16	 70.2
Oct	 18.5t	 14	 *	 16.5*	 13	 18.1	 15	 74.7	 -
Nov	 16 6t *	 16.4*	 12	 16.4	 1^	 72-6
Dec	 ----	 1	 *	 ---	 Ti	 13





May----	 *	 -	 9	 i0
*An asterisk marks either a value of the observed 12 month runn;no mean or of a prtd , cted 12-month average
that is based in part on preliminary observations.
inderlined entries indicate, oredict pa va l Ue.S and parentheses encl r)Se the ab;Olute 3 al;r of the 9J% con-
fidence l,m,ts.	 The two columns headed 'Derived' rep re ,en ? a SunspCt number c omputed f r om a ',near rc-
gress:on egtjat l on between the 2800 MHz so'^ar flux (adjusted to 1 a '. cnoriicaI unitl _,rid the f r u h
sunspot number.
9






Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1976 15 13 12 13 13 12• 13
------------------------------------------------------------------
14 14 13 14 15
1977 17 18 20 22 24 26 29 33 39 46 52 57
1978 61 65 70 77 83 b> 97 104 108 111 113 118
1979 124 131 137 141 147 153 155 155 156 158 162 165*
1980 164 163 161 159 156 155 153 150 150 150 148 143
1981 140 142 143 143 143 142 140 141 143 142 139 138
1982 137 133 129 1241 120 117 115 109 101 96 95 95
1983 93 90 86 82 71 71 66 66 68 68 67 64
1984 60 56 53 50 48 47 44 40 34 29 25 22
1985 21 20 19 18 18 18 17 16 15 14 13 12
(	 1) (	 2) (	 3) (	 4) (	 6) (	 7) t	 7)
1986 12 12 11 10 10 9 9 8 8 8 8 8
(	 7) (	 8) (	 9) (	 9) (10) (10) (10) (!0) (	 9) (	 9) (	 9) (	 3)
An asterisk marks the minimum and the maximum
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
of Sunspot Cycle 21,
------------ ------
For the current solar cycle, this table gives observed smoothed sunspot numbers up to the one
calculated from the most recently measured monthly mean. These smooti;^,; observed valuas are based on
final monthly mean Zurich numbers through 1980, on final international numbers through Septemtor 1985,
and on provisional International numbers thereaftior.
The entries with numbers In parentheses below them denote predictions by the McNish-Lincoln
method. (See page 9 in the May 1985 edition of the "Solar-Geophysical Data" supplement.) Adding the
number in parentheses to the predicted value generates the upper limit of the 90% confidence interval;
subtracting the number in parentheses from the predicted value generates the lower limit. Consider, for
example, the May 1986 prediction tabulated above. There exists a 90% chance that in May 1986 the actual
smoothed sunspot number will fall somee ! )re between 0 and 20.
THE MCNISH-LINCOLN PREDICTIUN METHOD GENERATES USEFUL ESTIMATES OF SMOOTHED SUNSPOT NUMBERS FOR NO
MORE THAN 12 MONTHS Ai+ G°	 Beyond a year the predictions regress rapidly toward the mean of all 13 cy-
cles of data used in ins computation. Furtherm-ire, the method Is very sensitive to the date defined as
the beginning of the current sunspot cycle, that is, to the date of the most recent sunspot minimum. In
"Solar-Geophysical Data," issues 390-401, we based the current cycle predictions on March 1976 as the
end of cycle 20 and the onset of the new cycle 21. Later studies, Including one published by M. Wald-
meler, showed that June 1976 was more appropriately the minimum epoch. We therefore generated thi3



























































MONTEELY 3MA14 SUNSPOT NUMBERS	 11
January 1944 - Novembar 1985	 wV 85
1944 1944 1946 1900 1932 195. 10" 1G14 1060 1962 1904 1000 196E 1070 1972 1074 197a 1070 1060 1982 1064 1906
MONTHLY MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBERS
Yea- Jan Feb Mar Apr May
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1944 3.7 0.5 11.0 0.3 2.5
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.0 5.0 16.7 14.3 16.9 10.8 28.4
1945 18.5 12.7 21.5 32.0 30.6 36.2 42.6 25.9 34.9 68.8 46.0 27.4
1946 47.6 86.2 76.6 75.7 84.9 73.5 116.2 107.2 94.4 102.3 123.8 121.7
1947 115.7 133.4 129.8 149.8 201.3 163.9 157.9 188.8 169.4 1 63.6 128.0 116.5
1948 108.5 86.1 94.8 189.7 174.0 167.8 142.2 157.9 143.3 136.3 95.8 138.0
1949 119.1 182.3 157.5 14 7 .0 106.2 121.7 125.8 123.8 145.3 131.6 143.5 117.6
1950 '01.6 94.8 109.7 113.4 106.2 83.6 91.0 85.2 51.3 61.4 54.8 '.4.1
1951 59.9 59.9 55.9 92,9 108.5 100.6 61.5 61.0 83.1 51.6 52.4 45.8
1952 40.7 22.7 22.0 29.1 23.4 36.4 39.3 54.9 28.2 23.8 22.1 34.3
1953 26.5 3.9 10.0 27.8 12.5 21.8 8.6 23.5 19.3 8.2 1.6 2.5
1954 0.2 0.5 10.9 1.6 0.8 0.2 4.8 8.4 1.5 7.0 9.2 7.6
1955 23.1 20.8 4.9 11.3 28.9 31.7 26.7 40.7 42.7 78.° 89.2 76.9
1956 73.6 124.0 118.4 110.7 136.6 116.6 129.1 169.6 173.2 155.3 201.3 192.1
1957 165.0 130.2 157.4 175.2 164.6 200.7 187.2 158.0 235.8 253.8 210.9 239.4
1958 202.5 164.9 190.7 196.0 175.3 171.5 191.4 200.2 201.2 181.5 152.3 1A7.6
1959 217.4 143.1 185.7 163.3 172.0 168.7 149.6 199.6 145 2 111.4 124.0 125.0
1960 146.3 106.0 102.2 122.0 119.6 110.2 121.7 134.1 127.2 82 8 89.6 85.6
1961 57.9 46.1 53.0 61.4 51.0 77.4 70.2 55.8 63.6 37.7 32.6 39.9
1962 38.7 50.3 45.6 45.4 43.7 42.0 21.8 21.8 51.3 39.5 26.9 23.2
1963 19.8 24.4 17.1 29.3 43.0 35.9 19.6 33.2 38.8 35.3 23.4 14.,
1964 15.3 17.7 16.5 8.6 9.5 9.1 3.1 9.3 4.7 6.1 7.4 15.1
1965 17.5 14.2 11.7 C. 8 24.1 15.9 11.9 8.9 16.8 20.1 15.8 17.0
1966 28.2 24.4 25.3 48.7 45.3 47.7 56.7 51.2 50.2 57 2 5i.2 70.4
1967 110.9 93.6 111.8 69.5 86.5 67.3 91.5 107.2 76.8 88.2 94.3 126.4
1968 121.8 111.9 92.2 81.2 127.2 110.3 96.1 109.3 117.2 107.7 86.0 109.8
1969 104.4 120.5 135.8 1 06.8 120.0 106.0 96.8 98.0 91.3 95.7 93.5 97.9
1070 111.5 127.8 102.9 109.5 127.5 106.8 112.5 93.0 99.5 86.6 95.2 83.5
1971 91.3 79.0 60.7 71.8 57.5 49.8 81.0 61.4 50.2 51.7 63.2 82.2
1972 61.5 88.4 80.1 63.2 80.5 88.0 76.5 76.8 64.0 61.3 41.6 45.3
1973 43.4 42.9 46.0 57.7 42.4 39.5 23.1 25.6 59.3 30.7 23.9 23,3
1974 27.6 26.0 21,3 40.3 39.5 36.0 55.8 33.6 40.2 47.1 25.0 20.5
1975 18.9 11.5 11.5 5.1 9.0 11.4 28.2 39.7 13.9 9.1 19.3 7.8
1976 8.1 4.3 21.9 18.8 12.4 12.2 1.9 16.4 13.5 20.6 5.2 15.3
1977 16.4 23.1 8.7 12.9 18.6 38.5 21.4 30.1 44.0 43.8 29.1 43.2
1978 51.9 93.6 76.5 99.7 82.7 95.1 70.4 58.1 138.2 125.1 97.9 122.7
1979 166.6 137.5 138.0 101.5 134.4 149.5 159.4 142.2 188.4 186.2 183.3 176.3
1980 159.6 155.0 126.2 164.1 179.9 157.3 136.3 135.4 155.0 164.7 147.9 174.4
1981 114.0 141.3 135.5 156.4 127.5 90.9 143.8 158.7 107.3 162.4 137.5 150.1
1982 111.2 163.6 153.8 122.0 87.2 110	 4 106.1 107.6 118.8 94.7 98.1 127.0
1983 84.3 51.0 66.5 80.7 99.2 91,1 82.2 71.8 50.3 55.8 33.3 33.4
1984 57.0 85.4 83.5 F9.7 76.4 46.1 37.4 25.5 15.7 12.0 22.8 18.1
1985 16.5 15.9 17.2 1L^.2 27.5 24.? 30.7 11.1 3.9 18.50 16.6•
*Provisional
12





Start	 Max	 End USAF CMP Dur imp	 Obs	 Time	 Apparamt	 Corr
Ste Day (UT)	 (UT)	 (UT)	 Lat CMO Region No Day	 0 ,'An) Opt Xray See Type	 (UT)	 (10-6 Diet)	 (SQ Deg) Remarks
RAMY 07	 1741E	 1803
	
N14 N52 4700 11	 03.8 22f)
------------------•--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SF	 3	 C	 25 F
LEAR 06 0346	 0352	 0356	 N14 W59 4700 it	 03.7 10 SF	 3	 C	 37
LEAR 08 0410	 0413	 0417	 N13 M60 4700 it	 03.6 7 SF	 2	 C	 32
RAMY 08
	
1158	 1156	 12100 N15 M62 470u 11	 03.8 120 SF	 3	 C	 30
MOLL '::s 2108 	 2108	 2113	 N14 M66 4700 11	 03.9 5 SF	 3	 C	 15
LEAR	 11	 0516	 0521	 0527	 Sit E52 4701 11	 15. 1. it SF	 3	 32
LEAR !1 0921	 0929	 0945
	
S10 E49 4701 11	 15.1 24 SF	 3	 C	 34
ROLL	 13	 1705	 1712	 1722	 S09 E57 4703 11	 18.0 17 SF C 1.3
	




	 1735	 S07 E57 11	 18.0 22 SN	 3	 is	 46
MITK 15 0300
	 0307	 0359	 S08 E40 11	 18.1 59 IN	 C	 0307	 160	 2.2 E
LEAR 15 0329E 0332	 0337	 SiD E37 4703 11	 17.9 8D SF	 3	 C	 27
PEKG 19 0547	 0604	 0632	 S02 MO2 11	 19.1 45 SN	 C	 0604	 126	 1.3 E
RAMY 20 1636	 1645	 1724	 NO1 M09 4704 1120.0 48 SN	 3	 C	 59 F
HOLL 20	 1637	 1646	 1656	 NO2 M10
-
4704 it	 19.9 19 SF	 3	 C	 21 U
-------------------------- --------------------------
"Remarks":
---------------------------- ----------- ° -------- ---- —
A - Eruptive prominence whose base 	 is	 less than 0 - Observations have been made In the H and K
90'	 from central	 meridian. lines of Ca	 H.
8 - Probably the end of a more Important flare. P = Flare shows helium D3 in emission.
C _	 I nvisible	 10 minutes before. Q - Flare shows Balmer continuum in emission.
D - Brilliant point. R = Marked asymmetry in H-alpha line suggests
E = Two *x more brilliant points. ejection of high-velocity material.
F = Several eruptive centers. S - Brightness follows disappearance of filament
G - No visible spots	 in the neighborhood. in same position.
H - Flare accompanied by high-speed dark filament. T = Region active all	 day.
I	 - Active region very extended. U = Two bright branches,
	
parallel or converging.
J = Distinct variations of plage Intensity before V = Occurrence of an explosive phase: Important,
or after the flare, expansion withlr roughly t minute that often
K - Several	 intensity maxima. includes a significant intensity 	 increase.
L - Existing filaments show signs of sudden M = Great increase In area after time of maximum
activity. Intensity.
M - white-light flare. X = Unusually wide H-alpha	 line.
N - Continuous spectrum shows effects of Y - System of loop-type prominences.
polarization. 2









































1 NTERVALS OF NO FLARE PATROL OBSERVATION 
Nov 85
FOR PRECEDING SOLAR FLARE TABLE
NOS' EMBER 1985
HOUR—UT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
fi
Times of no flare patrol, shown here as shaded areas, combine reports from the
observatories listed below. Portions of a pane completely shaded mark dates
and times of no patrol of any kind, that is, of neither visual nor cinematc-
graphic; portions of a panel with only the bottom half shaded mark times of
strictl y visual patrol.
Athens	 Hol1oman	 Manila	 Palehua	 Ra
ANcharest
	
Lea rmonth	 Mitaka	 Peking	 WE
_14






















































12	 266 13	 263 14	 263 15	 267
0235 UT	 `0235 UT	 0235 UT	 0235 UT
16	 264 17	 263 18	 264 19	 263
0235 UT	 0235 UT	 0236 UT	 0236 UT




0236 UT	 0236 UT	 0237 UT
24	 264 25	 261 26	 263
0237 UT	 0237 UT	 0238 UT
28	 263 29	 263 30	 261
i













































































































E A S T- W E S T S 0 L A R S C A N S
	
NaV 85
Flours, Australia	 NOVD48ER 1985
	 21 cm	 J




01	 OZ	 03	 04	 / , \ i	 05	 06
E	 w
0141 UT	 0140 UT	 0140 UT	 0140 UT	 0140 UT	 0141 UT
t
07	 08	 09	 10	 11	 12
	
NO DATA	 NO DATA
E	 0141 UT	 0141 UT	 0141 UT
	 0141 UT	 w
13	 14 Ii 	 15	 16	 17	 18
i
{	 NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA
E	 N
0141 UT	 01a1 UT	 UT
19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24
NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA
E)11-"t-M
0142 UT	 0143 UT
25
	
26	 27	 28	 29	 30
	
NO DA1A	 NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA
E	 w





Nov 85	 E A S T— V E S T S 0 L A R S C A N S
Flours. Australia	 *VEMBER 1985	 43 cm
Estimated Quiet Sun Level	 Fan -Beam with 2 minutrs of arc
	
Cold Sky Level	 E-W Resolution
	
01	 02	 03	 04	 05	 06
E	 -11
	 1	 _	 w
0141 UT	 0140 UT	 0140 UT	 0140 UT	 0140 UT	 0141 UT




NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA	 /~
E	 1	 w
0141 UT	 0132 UT	 0141 UT
13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18
r—	 F_	
NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA
E	 W
0141 UT	 0141 UT	 0142 UT
19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24
	
NO DATA	 NO DATANO DATA	 NO DATA
E	 w
0142 UT	 0143 UT
25	 26	 27	 28	 29	 30
NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA	 NO DATA
E	 W





SOLAR RADIO EMISSION	 New
S E L E C T E D FIXED FREQUENCY EVENTS
NOVEMBER 1985
	
Time of	 Flux Density
Start	 Maximum	 Duration	 Peak	 Mean
Day	 Freq Ste	 Type	 !UT)	 (LIT)	 (Min)	 (10 -22 M1m 2 Nz ) 	 Int Remarks
11	 2800 OTTA	 20 GRF	 1725.0	 1750.0	 75.0	 1.0	 0.5
13	 2800 OTTA 22 GRF	 17000	 1700.0	 25.0	 1.4	 0.5
14	 245 LEAR 43 NS	 2151.0	 0334.1	 755.OD	 10.0	 QL-6 ST-2 TYP-1
15	 2800 OTTA	 27 RF	 1425.0	 190.0	 1.6
	
1.2
2800 OTTA 24 R	 1425.0	 1530.0	 65.0	 1.6	 0.6
2800 OTTA 24P R	 1530.0	 100.0	 1.6
2800 OTTA 26 FAL	 1710.0	 1735.0	 25.0	 -1.6	 -0.8
2800 OTTA 260 FAL	 1800.0	 1830.0	 30.0	 -1.2	 -0.6
17	 2800 OTTA	 27 RF	 1320.0	 140.0	 1.4	 1.1
2800 OTTA 24 R	 1320.0	 1340.0	 20.0	 1.4	 0.7
2800 OTTA 24P R	 1340.0	 80.0	 1.4




BERN - Berne	 MANI - Man11a	 OTTA n Ott nra ARO	 PENT - Penticton	 SGMR - Sagamore Hill
LEAR n Learmonth ATHN - Athens 	 PALE - Palehua
Explanation of Type Code:
1 Simple 1	 7 Minor +	 24 Rise	 30 Post Burst Increase A 43 Onset on Noise Storm
2 Simple IF 8 Spike	 25 Rise A	 31 Post Burst Decrease 	 44 Noise Storm In Progress
3 Simple 2 20 Simple 3 26 Fall 	 32 Absorption	 45 Complex
4 Simple 2F 21 Simple 3A 27 Rise and Fall	 40 Fluctuation	 46 Complex F
5 Simple	 22 Simple 3F 28 Precursor	 41 Group of Bursts	 47 Great Burst




QL - Quality (1-poor to 6-excellent)
ST - Status (i-real time; 2-final; 3-correction; 4-deletion)
TYP- Type (1-noise storm;2-rise to base level;3-minor;4-group;5 smjor;6-major plus;7-Castelli U-type burst)
C.
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VOSTOK INFERRED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
PRELIMINARY DATA
December 1984 - November 1985
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
1 T T A A A
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
AT T T T TA TA A
2 T T A A A A T T AT T T AT
3 AT T A AT A AT A A T T A A
4 T T T A A TA A T T T A AT
5 T T AT A A TA A T T T A A
6 A T A A A TA T T T A A A
7 T T A A A T TA TA T A A A
8 AT T AT AT A T T T AT AT A AT
9 T AT A T T A TA T T A T T
10 A AT T T T T T TA A A AT T
11 A A AT T A A TA A A AT AT T
12 A AT A T AT T T AT A AT T TA
13 AT T T T AT T TA A TA A T TA
14 A A A T T T AT A A A T T
15 A A T A A T T A A T AT T
16 A A T T A T A A A TA AT TA
17 AT T T T A T A A A T T TA
18 T T A A A TA A A T T T T
19 A T - T T T A A T A T T
20 T A T TA T A A A T A T T
21 AT T AT T T A A A T T T T
22 T A T T T A AT TA T T T T
23 AT T T T A A AT T TA TA T AT
24 T T T T Ai' A A T T T T T
25 T T - T A T T T AT T TA
26 T T - T A A T TA T AT T AT
27 - - - T TA A T T T T T A
28 - - - A TA A T T T T - -
29 - - - AT A T T T T -
30 - - - A A T T T T - -
31 - - -
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Nov 85 STANFORD MEAN SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD (MICROTESLA)
Day Dec 84 Jan 85 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
---- --------- 5-------- ----3i------ 2-----_5----Y10----- 16-----_5---------- --: i3-- -----
2 14 35 27 -10 -8 -7 -14 1 15 -10
3 21 32 16 -14 -9 -11 -5 2 7 6 -8
4 38 30 13 -13 -5 -12 2 8 3 -6 -15
5 15 -17 -5 -11 5 11 5 -13 -16
6 15 -20 -5 -3 17 6 3 -25
- 7 28 37 -8 -7 -8 4 31 10 -20 -26
1
'
8 44 26 -17 -13 -8 6 24 -23
9 30 -4 -13 -6 -5 -1 22 3 -26 -26 -11
10 6 -5 -13 4 -4 8 -24 -27
G 11 39 -10 -1 -4 -29 2 3 12 -9 -24 -21 -6
12 27 -8 -2 -1 -19 8 12 7 -16 -22 -23 -5
_ 13 12 -10 -8 -3 -21 1 22 5 -24 -25 -16 5
14 -10 -1 -9 -15 -13 21 8 -28 -24 -26 11
15 -12 1 -23 -12 -12 19 6 -22 -21 -20 6
16 -20 -7 -17 -6 11 17 -10 -23 -21 -27
17 -11 -3 -13 10 3 22 13 -27 -22 -25 -21 -3
k 18 -25 -7 33 15 -27 -20 -29 -25 -2
19 -8 -35 -12 -7 -10 48 7 -24 -20 -28 -11
20 -17 -6 39 -10 -17 -22
21 -15 -12 5 27 -21 -19 -21 -17 -5
22 -24 :U -12 -12 6 25 -16 -19 -22 -23 -17
23 -35 -7 -5 18 0 -13 -19 -18 -16 -12
24 -46 -6 23 -9 -13 -10 -22 -10 -8
25 -9 2 1 18 -21 -16 -14 -28 -6
26 -12 -6 1 -12 -19 -25 -5 4 15
27 -23 -2 13 -12 -18 -12 -27 -15 19
28 -22 32 20 37 -27 -8 -9 -26 -9 11 17
29 0 24 -32 -8 -13 -27 -4 12 14
30 -9 19 16 -47 -9 -9 -25 -2 -6 16 -8
31	 -3	 28	 12	 -5	 -22	 1	 5
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SUNSPOT GROUPS Oct 85
(ORDERED BY CENTRAL MERIUTAN PASSAGE DATE)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OCTOBER 1985
NOW Mt Observation Currected Long.
USAF Wilson Time CMP Max Mag Spot Area Spot Extent
Group Group Sta Mo Day ( 1 1 T) Lat CMD Mo Day H Class Class (10-6 Hemi) Count (Deg) Qual
4697A RAMY 10 11 1320 S07 Ell 10
.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
12.4 A AXX 1 4
46978 PALE 10 13 1905 509 W11 10 13.0 8 BXO 10 3 3 3
4697C MOLL 10 13 1654 S12 W03 10 13.5 A AXX 1 3
4697 RAMY 10 14 1205 S16 E02 10 14.7 B DAD 40 3 3 4
4697 24272 MWIL 10 14 1615 S16 W02 10 14.5 3 (	 B)
4697 PALE 10 14 1830 S16 W02 10 14.6 B CRO 20 7 4 3
4697 MANI 10 14 2321 S15 W05 10 14.6 CRO 30 6 4 3
4697 LEAR 10 15 0005 S16 W06 10 14.5 8 C50 20 8 4 3
4697 BOUL 10 15 1450 S15 W12 10 14.7 B CRO 20 3 4 3
4697 MOLL 10 15 1534 S16 W14 10 14.6 B CRO 30 3 4 3
4697 24272 MWIL 10 15 1630 S16 W15 10 14.5 3 (BP)
4697 PALE 10 15 1753 S17 W15 10 14.6 B CRO 10 4 5 3
4697 LEAR 10 16 0001 S17 W20 10 14.5 8 CSO 20 4 5 3
4697 RAMY 10 16 1307 S17 W26 10 14.6 B 8X0 20 2 5 3
4697 BOUL 10 16 1440 S15 W28 10 14.5 A AXX 10 1 1 3
4697 24272 MWIL 20 16 1600 517 W28 10 14.5 3 (	 B)
4697 PALE 10 16 1759 S18 W32 10 14.3 A AXX 10 1 4
4697D BOUL 10 15 1450 S08 W08 10 15.0 A AXX 1 1 3
4697E LEAR 10 20 0142 Sll E17 10 ?'_.3 B BXO 10 2 1 3
4697F SOUL 10 20 1445 SO4 E18 10 22.0 A AXX 1 1 4
4698 BOUL 10 15 1450 N06 E81 10 21.7 B MAX 30 1 2 3
4698 MOLL 10 15 1534 N04 E88 10 22.2 A MAX 90 1 2 3
4698 24273 MWIL 10 15 1630 N04 E82 10 21.8 3 (AP)
4698 PALE 10 15 1753 N06 E86 10 22.2 A MAX 90 1 2 3
4598 LEAP 10 16 0001 N04 E78 10 21.8 A HKX 130 4 3 3
4698 RAMY 10 16 1307 N05 E74 10 22.1 B DAD 140 13 10 3
4698 BOUL 10 16 1440 N06 E70 10 21.9 B CAO 150 5 10 3
4698 PALE 10 16 1759 N05 E77 10 22.5 B CKO 180 12 10 4
4698 24273 MWIL 10 16 1930 N04 E57 10 21.1 4 (BP)
4698 MANI 10 17 0003 N04 E69 10 22.2 CKO 280 15 8 3
4698 LEAR 10 17 0203 NO3 E68 10 22.2 B CKO 270 13 8 2
4698 RAMY 10 17 1352 N05 E63 10 22.3 B DAD 300 29 10 4
4698 BOUL 10 17 1526 N06 E64 10 22.4 B CAI 250 11 12 3
4698 HOLL 10 17 1708 N05 E59 10 22.1 8 CAO 310 17 10 3
4698 PALE 10 17 1951 N05 E59 10 22.2 8 CKO 590 16 9 3
4698 LEAR 10 18 0032 N04 E55 10 22.1 B CKO 160 16 11 2
4698 ATHN 10 18 0818 N05 E44 10 21.6 CAO 140 5 3 2
4698 MOLL 10 18 1512 N04 E47 10 22.1 B CAO 230 14 9 4
4698 24273 MWIL 10 18 1530 N04 E43 10 21.9 5 (BP)
4698 PALE 10 18 1740 N05 E45 10 22.1 8 CKO 230 14 10 3
4698 LEAR 10 19 0006 N04 E41 10 22.1 BGD CKO 260 13 8 3
4698 ATHN 10 19 0845 N05 E33 10 21.8 CHO 220 9 8 1
4698 BOUL 10 19 1430 N07 E36 10 22.3 9 EKO 310 6 11 3
4698 24273 MWIL 10 19 1530 N04 E29 10 21.8 5 (BP)
4698 PALE 10 19 1746 N04 E32 10 22.1 BG CKO 290 11 11 3
4698 LEAR 10 20 0142 N04 E27 10 22.1 BG DKO 270 20 10 3
4698 ATHN 10 20 0610 N05 E25 10 22.1 CHO 250 12 9 3
4698 RAMY 10 20 1410 N04 E20 10 22.1 8 CKO 340 13 11 3
4698 SOUL 10 20 1445 N07 E22 10 22.3 8 CSO 260 13 10 4
4698 24273 MWIL 10 20 1530 N04 E16 10 21.8 5 (bP)
4698 MOLL 10 20 1611 N04 E20 10 22.2 B CKO 300 1:' 11 4
4698 LEAR 10 21 0005 N04 E15 10 22.1 8 CHO 230 iU 12 4
4698 MANI 10 21 0045 N04 E14 10 22.1 CHO 260 i5 10 2
4698 ATHN 10 21 0642 N04 E10 10 22.0 CHO 1'1J 7 9 3
4698 RAMY 10 21 1315 N04 E08 10 22.2 B CKO --.0 9 10 2
4698 BOUT 10 21 1455 N06 E03 10 21.8 A HHX :_-'!O 1 3 3
4698 PALE 10 21 1805 N04 E05 10 22.1 B CKO 31x 19 11 3
4698 LEAR 10 22 0045 N04 E01 10 22.1 8 CKO 230 17 9 2
4698 ATHN 10 22 0600 N06 W06 10 21.8 CKO 210 6 3 2
4698 BOUL 10 22 1445 N06 W09 10 21.9 A HHX 230 5 3 2
4698 24273 MWIL 10 22 1700 N04 W13 10 21.7 6 (8G)
4698 MOLL 10 22 2100 N04 W08 10 22.3 8 CHO 330 14 9 3
4698 PALE 10 22 2106 1403 W10 10 22.1 B CKO 280 15 10 2




	 SUNSPOT GRUUP S
(ORDERED BY CENTRAL MERIDIAN PASSAGE DATE)
OCTOBER	 1985
NOW Mt Observation Corrected Long.
USAF Wilson Time CMP Max May Spot Area Spot Extent
Group Group Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day H Class Class (10-6 Hemi) Count (Deg) Qual
4698 HOLE 10 23 1435 N04 W23 10
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
21.9 B CHO 270 8 9 3
4698 24273 MWIL 10 23 1500 N04 W24 10 21.8 6 (BG)
4698 SOUL 10 23 1723 N06 W23 10 22.0 B CSO 230 7 7 2
4698 PALE 10 23 1803 NO3 W23 10 22.0 B EKO 200 12 11 3
4698 LEAR 10 24 0027 N05 W30 10 21.8 B CSI 150 7 3 4
4698 SOUL 10 24 1445 N06 W36 10 21.9 B CSI 280 5 5 2
4698 24273 MWIL 10 24 1545 N04 W38 10 21.8 6 (BP)
4698 PALE 10 24 1757 NO3 W35 10 22.1 B CSO 210 7 10 2
4698 LEAR 10 25 0009 NO3 W43 10 21.8 B CSO 100 4 3 3
4698 ATHN 10 25 1210 N05 W45 10 22.1 CHO 200 6 10 2
4698 SOUL 10 25 1430 N06 W51 10 21.8 A HSX 120 1 3 1
4698 24273 MWIL 10 25 1500 N04 W50 10 21.9 6 (BP)
4698 HOLL 10 25 1755 N04 W53 10 21.8 B CKO 150 2 3 3
4698 RAMY 10 25 1953 N04 W52 10 21.9 B CSO 140 4 9 1
4698 PALE 10 25 2016 NO3 W50 10 22.1 8 CSO 120 4 9 2
4698 MANI 10 25 2317 NO3 W52 10 22.1 CSO 90 3 3 3
4698 SOUL 10 26 1430 N07 W64 10 21.8 A HSX 40 1 2 1
4698 24273 MWIL 10 26 1445 N04 W64 10 21.8 5 (AP)
4698 ROLL 10 26 1713 NO3 W67 10 21.7 B CKO 140 2 3 4
4698 LEAR 10 27 0220 NOS W69 10 21.9 B CSO 160 3 6 2
4698 ATHN 10 27 0700 N04 W75 10 21.7 CSO 80 4 7 2
4698 RAMY 10 27 1416 N04 W76 10 21.9 B CKO 70 3 9 3
4698 24273 MWIL 10 27 1530 N05 W78 10 21.8 4 (AP)
4698 SOUL 10 27 1705 N04 W79 10 21.8 A HSX 60 1 2 2
4698 HOLL 10 27 172' NO3 W81 10 21.7 B CAD 60 2 2 4
4699 RAMY 10 17 1351 N04 E63 10 22.3 A AXX 2 1 4
4699 HOLL 10 18 1512 NO3 E62 10 23.3 A AXX 2 2 4
4699 241274 MWIL 10 18 1530 N04 E61 10 23.2 3 (	 B)
4699 PALE 10 18 1740 N05 E63 10 23.4 B BXO 10 2 4 3
4699 LEAR 10 19 0006 N04 E57 10 23.3 B BXO 30 2 4 3
4699 ATHN 10 19 0845 N05 E47 10 22.9 BXO 30 3 3 1
4699 SOUL 10 19 1430 N07 E50 10 23.3 B CSO 40 5 5 3
4699 24274 NWIL 10 19 1530 N04 E47 10 23.2 4 (	 B)
4699 PALE 10 19 1746 N04 E47 10 23.3 B CAD 70 8 6 3
4699 LEAR 10 20 0142 N04 E42 10 23.2 B DSO 110 8 6 3
4699 ATHN 10 20 0610 N05 E49 10 23.9 CSO 40 6 5 3
4699 RAMY 10 20 1410 N05 E33 10 23.1 B DAO 90 6 7 3
4699 SOUL 10 20 1445 N07 E34 10 23.2 B CSI 70 11 7 4
4699 24274 MWIL 10 20 1530 N05 E32 10 23.0 4 (	 B)
4699 HOLL 10 20 1611 N05 E32 10 23.1 8 DAD 80 9 7 4
4699 LEAR 10 21 0005 NOS E27 10 23.0 BG DSO 60 20 8 4
4699 MANI 10 21 0045 N05 E30 10 23.3 DSO 90 18 11 2
4699 ATHN 10 21 0642 N05 E23 10 23.0 DSO 60 10 9 3
4699 RAMY 10 21 1315 N05 E21 10 23.1 8 DAD 180 35 10 2
4699 SOUL 10 21 1455 N07 E20 10 23.1 B CRI 80 17 10 3
4699 PALE 10 21 1805 N05 E16 10 23.0 B DAI 190 45 9 3
4699 LEAR 10 22 0341 N05 Ell 10 23.0 BG DA: 160 64 10 4
4699 ATHN 10 22 0600 N06 E09 10 22.9 DSO 160 16 10 2
4699 SOUL 10 22 1445 N07 E05 10 23.0 6 rSI 180 18 3 2
4699 24274 MWIL 10 22 1700 N05 E03 10 22.9 6 (BG)
4699 HOLL 10 22 2100 N06 E03 10 23.1 B EHI 460 45 13 3
4699 PALE 10 22 2106 NOS E01 10 23.0 BG CSI 320 37 14 2
4699 LEAR 10 23 0133 N05 W01 10 23.0 BG EAO 270 42 13 3
4699 HOLL 10 23 1435 N04 W12 10 22.7 BG EAI 400 33 13 3
4699 24274 MWIL 10 23 1500 N05 W09 10 23.0 6 (BG)
4699 SOUL 10 23 1723 N07 W13 10 22.8 BG EAI 200 22 15 2
4693 PALE 10 23 1803 N05 W12 10 22.9 B EKI 340 57 15 3
4699 LEAR 10 24 0027 N05 W15 10 22.9 BG EAO 220 43 14 4
4699 SOUL 10 21 1445 NOS W24 10 22.8 B ES1 360 25 15 2
4699 24274 MWIL 10 24 1545 N05 W25 10 22.8 6 (BG)
4699 PALE 10 24 1757 N06 W27 10 22.7 B ESI 300 38 15 2
4699 LEAR 10 25 0009 N05 W30 10 22.8 B ESO 180 31 15 3
4699 ATHN 10 25 1210 N06 W32 10 23.1 ESO 210 23 12 2
4699 SOUL 10 25 1430 N07 W38 10 22.8 B ESO 210 11 13 1
4699 24274 MWIL 10 25 1500 N05 W38 10 22.8 6 (BG)
4699 ROLL 10 25 1755 N07 W38 10 22.9 BG FAI 300 34 16 3
4699 RAMY 10 25 1953 N07 W41 10 22.8 B ESO 120 19 11 1
4699 PALE 10 25 2016 N05 W42 10 22.7 B CSI 190 16 15 2
4699 MANI 10 25 2317 N05 W44 10 22.7 FSO 210 25 15 3
4699 SOUL 10
----------------------------------------------------















SUNSPOT GROUPS	 Oct 85
(UI(DLRLU 6Y CENIHAL MERIDIAN PASSAGE UAIE)
OLIUBLH	 1985
NOW Mt Ubservatiun Corrected Long.
USAF Wilson lime CMP Max May Spot Area Spot Extent
Group Group Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day H Class Class (10-6 Hemi) Count (Deg) Qual
4699 24274 MW1 1 . 10 26 1445 NOS W50 10
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
22.9 6 (BG)
4699 HOLL 10 26 1713 N07 W53 10 22.7 B ESO 140 10 12 4
4699 LEAR 10 27 0220 N07 W57 10 22.8 B C59 80 8 11 2
4699 ATHN 10 27 0700 N06 W61 10 22.7 CSO 70 4 7 2
4699 RAMY 10 27 1416 N05 W65 10 22.7 B CSO 90 3 3 3
4699 24274 MWIL 10 27 1530 N05 W65 10 22.8 5 (8P)
4699 BOUL 10 27 1705 N07 W67 10 22.7 B CSO 60 2 5 2
4699 HOLL 10 27 1721 N06 W67 10 22.7 B DSO 70 4 5 4
4699 PALE 10 27 2336 NO3 W71 10 22.7 A HKX 100 1 3 1
4699 LEAR 10 28 0225 N04 W72 10 22.7 A HSX 40 1 1 2
4699 ATHN 10 28 0730 N05 W75 10 22.7 CSO 90 2 6 1
4699 HOLL 10 28 1500 N04 W79 10 22.7 A HAX 100 2 3 3
4699 BOUL 10 28 1610 N06 W80 10 22.7 A HSX 60 1 2 2
4699 24274 MWIL 10 28 1630 N04 W79 10 22.8 3 (AP)
4699 PALE 10 28 1941 NO3 W86 10 22.4 A HKX 90 1 3 2
4699 LEAR 10 29 0017 N05 W85 10 22.7 A HSX 60 1 4 3
4699A 24275 MWIL 10 28 1630 N15
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E17 10 jO.O 3 (AF)
--------- -------- - -----
62
Oct as
	 SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
OCTOBER 1985
Wide- Number of Station Reports by Type
Start Max End spread LF- Known X-ray MOAA/SESC
Day (UT) (UT) (UT) lop Index SMF SEA	 SPA	 SPA	 SES Flare Class Region
01 0701 07140 0757 1- 1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
) No Flare
01 1502 1712 1732 1- 1 1 s
03 1314 1323 1355 1 1 1 No Flare
05 1054 1112 1124 1 3 2 No Flare
05 1837 1847 1855 1- 1 1 No Flare
06 1915 1918 1931 1- 1 1 No Flare
07 160o 1618 1646 1+ 1 1 No Flare
07 1837 1848 2043 2 1 1 No Flare
10 2113 2113 2116 1- 1 1 No Flare
12 1400 1400 1501 2 1 1 No Flare
15 0252 0300 0314 1- 1 1 0254 UT C1.7
15 1817 1817 2000 2 1 1 No Flnra
16 1757 1759 1813 1 1 1 `?47 UT 4698
18 1853 1858 1917 1 1 1 No Flare
21 2313 2317 2330 1- 1 1 2311 UT 4698
22 0314 0324 0345 1- 1 1 0318 UT CIA 4699
22 04'0 0434 0534 1- 1 1 0415 UT 4699
22 0534 0538 0557 1- 1 1 0529 UT C1.1 4699
22 1505 1506 1604 2 1 1 No Flare
23 1154 1206 1228 1 3 ? No Flare
23 1455 1508 1608 1 5 2 1	 1	 5 1431 UT C6.6
23 1805 1805 1954 2- 1 1 No Flare
23 2250 2253 2315 1- 1 1 2244 UT 4699
24 0008 0020 0127 1- 1 1 0006 UT 4698
24 0323 0334 0412 1- 1 1 0321 UT C1.3 4699
24 0514 0521 0542 1- 1 1 0509 UT C1.3 4699
24 1027U 10350 1113 1 1 1 1035E UT No Data
24 1152 1200 1310 1 5 1 1	 2	 3 1148 UT C6.5 No Data
24 1751 1751 2014 2 1 1 1741 UT 4699
25 1849 1901 2000 2 1 1 No Flare
26 0258 0302 0325 1- 2 2 No Flare
26 0355 0434 0648 3r 3 1 1	 1 0359E UT M1.8 4698
26 0514 0542 0700 2 1 1
27 1807 1814 1835 1 1 1 1755 UT C1.4
28 1636 1642 1645 1 1 1 No Flare
29 0552 0614 0626 1- 1 1 0542 UT C2.3
30 161'1 1620 1636 1 1 1 No Flare
31 1212 1228 1232 1+ 1 1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
No Flare
* No flare patrol
d i.
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2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11 12	 13	 14	 15
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




4698 1	 1 1 1


















Totals	 2 1	 2	 1	 2	 1 1	 2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------°------------------------
1	 1	 1	 4	 4 6 1	 3	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
OBSERVATORIES REPORTING FOR OCTOBER 1985
Ayrshire, Scotland (AY) SES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Losov, Czechoslovakia (LO) SEA
Darmstadt, GFR	 (DA) SMF Louisville, Kentucky, USA (A26) SES
Edenvale, South Africa (A52) SES Maul, Hawaii, USA (MI) SMF
Farsta, Sweden	 (FA) SES Panska Ves, Czechoslovakia (PU) SEA, SMF, SES
Hlraiso, Japan	 (HI) SMF Paterson, New Jersey, USA (46) SES
Houston, Texas (A50) SES Sao Paulo, Brasil	 (UM) SPA, SES
Huancayo, Peru (HU) SMF St. Cloud, Minnesota, USA (SC) SES
Inubo,	 Japan	 (IN) SPA Tavares, Florida, USA (A49) SES
Juliusruh, GOR (JU) SMF Tucson, Arizona, USA (A09) SES
Kuhlungsborn, GOR (KU) SPA, SEA Upice, Chechoslovakia (Ul) SEA
Lake Hiawatha, New Jersey, USA (A32)
	
SES Valley Cottage, Now York, USA SES
Latrobe, Pennsylvania, USA 019) SES Vsetin, Czechoslovakia (VS) SEA
Lintong, China (LT) SPA
*Observations are not necessarily continuous for each reporting station.
64
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Metric Band Dakametrlc Band
Start End Start
	 End	 Int Start End	 Int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Ste (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1-3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3)	 Spectral	 Type
Of `601	 1640 WEIS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•-
02 0600 0701 WEIS
0720 1638 WEIS
03 0601 0635 WEIS
04 0604 0626 WEIS
0648 1633 WEIS
05 0604 1631 WEIS
06 0606 1629 WEIS
07 0608 1217 WEIS
1315 1627 WEIS
08 0609 1625 WEIS
09 0610 1256 WEIS
1 344 1623 WEIS
10 0614 :621 WEIS
11 0613 1341 WEIS
1404 1619 WEIS
12 0615 1617 WEIS
13 0619 1409 WEIS
14	 0643 1613 WEIS
15	 0619 1610 WEIS
16	 0623 0714 WEIS
0721	 1609 WEIS
17	 0622 16C1 WEIS
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Metric Band Dekametrlc Band
Start End Start	 End	 Int Start End Int Start	 End	 Int
lay (UT)	 (UT) Sta (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1 -3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) Spectral Type
21 WEIS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1218.3 1223.1 3 IIIGG
SGMR 1219.3 1220.0 1 111
WEIS 1224.7 1229.9 3 !IIGG
Som 1224.8 1225.6 1 lil
WEIS 1229.0 1234.0 2 1
WEIS 1232.3 1232.4 1 11115
WEIS 1239.4 1240.; 1 IIIG
WEIS 1245.8 12!.,.1 2 IIIG
WEIS 1441.7 1445.2 2 IIIGG,U
PALE 1800.3 1801.1 3 V
SGMR 1803.8 1804.8 1 V
LEAR 2230.1 2240.6 1 G
LEAR 2313.5 2319.1 1 G
22 LEAR 0201.3 0202.1 1 111
LEAR 0245.6 0245.8 1 111
LEAR 0328.0 0630.0 1 CON-
LEAR 0535.6 0536.3 2 111
LEAR 0827.0 0831.0 1 111
WEIS 0900.0 1239.0 1 IN
0633 i,645 WEIS 0916.1 0917.3 1 IIIG
LEAR 0910.3 0917.3 1 111
0700 1548 WEI; 0943.5 0943.7 1 1118
14EIS 1526.2 1526.9 1 IIIG
SGMR 1526.3 1527,1 1 V
SGMR 1711.5 1716.8 1 V
PALE 2054.1 2056.1 2 111
PALE 2102.3 2103.6 3 111
LEAR 2258.8 2300.1 2 111
PALE 2258.8 2259.5 2 V
LEAR 2305.3 2306.6 1 111
13 PALE 0156.6 0157.0 2 ill
0632 1556 WEIS 1016.1 1016.7 1 IIIG
WEIS 1209.6 1209.7 1 IIIB
SGMR 1613.5 1623.5 1 G
24 LEAR 0043.1 0043.5 1 III
PALE 0043.1 0043.6 1 I1!
LEAR 0119.3 0119.5 1 111
0634 0817 WEIS 1036.3 1036.5 1 IIIG
0823	 1554 WEIS 1105.2 1105.3 1 1118
WEIS 1229.8 1229.9 1 IIIB
SGMR 1324.3 1328.3 1 V
WEIS 1326.2 1326.3 1 IIIB
WEIS 1327.8 1328.1 1 IIIB
WEIS 1443.6 1444.3 1 IIIG
WEIS 1453.v 1454 .1 2 IIIG
SGMR 1552.0 1454.8 1 V
DALE 2!39.3 2140.1 2 V
PALE 2153.3 2154.0 2 Ill
LEAR 2211.1 2225.6 2 GG
PALE 2222.8 2225.6 2 V
25 LEAR 0040.3 0043.3 2 Iii
LEAR 0043.0 0043.3 2 III
PALE 0043.1 0043.3 1 III
LEAR 0114.8 0041.8 2 GG
LEAR 0114.8 0141.8 2 GG
PALE 0141.1 0141.5 1 11!
0638
	
1 1,53 WEIS 1025.8 1025.9 1 IIIB
WEIS 1027.4 1027.5 1 1118
SGMR 1856.8 1857.6 1 V
25 LEAR 0500.3 1015.0 1 CONT
1115
	 1552 WEIS
0637 0959 WEIS 1316.4 1316.7 2 IIIG
27 0638 1550 WEIS
LEAR 2327.6 2327.8 1 III







366Oct 85 SOLAR RADIO EM 1 SS 1 OM
SPECTRAL OBS ERVAT I ONS
OCTOBER 1985
---------Observation ------ ----------------	 Band ------------Metric Band --------
-
-^•-^ le Bend-°----~
Start End Start	 End	 Int Start End	 Int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Sta (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1-3) (UT)






29 0642 1545 MEIS
30 0644 1414 MEIS
1428 1544 MEIS
31 0648 1542 MEIS
The symbols used under the column heading SPECTRAL TYPE have the following def!nitions:
8 - Single burst	 RS - Reverse slope burst
G - Smail group (< 10) of bursts	 OP - Drifting pairs
GG - Large group (> 10) of burst 	 DC - Drifting Chains
C - Underlying continuum (particularly with Type 1)
	
H - Herringbone
S = Storm in the sense of Intermittent but 	 M - Weak
apparently connected activity 	 P - Pulsations
N - Intermittent activity in this period	 COPIT n Continuum
U - U-shaped burst of Type III 	 UICLF - Unclassified activity
DCIM - Fast drift
COSMIC	 RAY	 1ND10ES Oct 95
( Neutron Non i for ) i
October 1985
THULE	 ALERT DEEP RIVER	 KIEL	 CLIMAX PREDIGTSTUHI. TOKYO	 HUANCAYO
Average	 Average Average	 Average	 Average Average Average	 Average
Day (cts/h)/100	 (ets/h)/100 (cts/h)/300	 (cts/h)/100
	
(cts/h)/100 (cts/h)/100 (cts/h)/256	 (cts/h)/100
1 4475 6192.6 1241 3631.7
2 4486 6223.8 1243 3643.2
3 4423 6162.5 1236 3632.0
4 4436 6184.8 1240 3628.7
5 4419 6165.4 1241 3632.1
6 4420 6149.8 1239 3624.4
7 4439 6162.2 1239 3634.7
4463 6219.3 1237 3642.2
4476 6234.4 1234 3640.3
10 4481 6213.3 1238 3640.4
11 4179 6190.7 1236 3631.2
12 4447 6170.2 1230 3632.9
13 4440 6162.1 1232 3633.4
14 4414 6136.5 1229 3635.4
15 4421 6156.1 1228 3641.2
16 4437 6182.0 1232 3632.6
17 4441 6188.4 1229 3630.1
18 4436 6178.1 1229 3633.9
19 4442 6169.6 1228 3629.2
20 4445 6169.3 1229 3625.5
21 4437 6156.4 1226 3628.0
22 4439 6153.4 MO 3636.8
23 4444 6179.4 1233 3644.0
24 4451 6197.6 1236 3645.9
25 4462 6212.8 1238 3649.6
26 4445 6228.2 1241 3650.0
27 4443 6242.3 1242 3651.0
28 4445 6228.8 1239 3652.9
`	 29 4447 6230.2 1244 3646.3
30 4446 6243.3 127; 3637.8
31
1








For less than 24-hour coverage,
--------------------- °----------------------------- -°---------------------
parentheses enclose the number of hours for which
------- ---
data are available.
For Climax and Huancayo, parentheses enclose the number of sectlo.-, hours ihenevar the sum of 'both sections
































































































































































































































































No Three-Hmw ly Indices as Provisional




of	 1+ 1-0F  0+ 1-	 1- 1-	 1- 5+ 3	 0.1
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1+ 1	 0	 0+ 1- 0+ Of 1-	 4 4 4 4 4 CC
2
3
06	 2+ 1+ 2	 1+
1	 2+ 3- 3-
0+ 1	 1+ 2-





2- 1+ 2+ 1+
1+ 2	 3	 3+
1-	 1+ 2
	 2	 11










	 3. 2+ 2	 2- 3	 3+ 21- 12	 0.7 2- 2+ 3- 3- 3- 2+ 3
	
4-	 24 22 22 20 24
5 01	 3- 6	 6	 5 4+ 5	 7	 6+ 42+ 66	 1.7 3- 5	 5	 5- 4	 4+ 6	 6	 88 72 74 63 84
F 02	 5+ 4	 6- 5+ 5	 4	 3+ 4+ 37 41	 1.5 5- 3	 5- 4- 4+ 3+ 3	 4	 52 48 45 56 38
7 03	 4	 4+ 4	 3+ 3- 5	 4	 4- 31 27	 1.2 4- 4	 4- 3+ 3	 4	 3+ 4-	 42 48 32 36 45
8 3+ 4- 3	 3 2+ 3+ 4- 2+ 25- 16	 0.9 3+ 3- 2+ 3- 3- 3	 3+ 3-	 27 34 22 2K 31
9 010	 2- 3- 2+ 0+ 1+	 1+ 2	 1 13- 6	 0.3 1+ 2+ 2	 1- 2- 1+ 2+ 1+	 12 13 9 9 14 C
10 99	 1	 2	 2+ 1+ 2- 1- 2+ 2- 13 6	 0.3 1+ 2- 3- 1+ 2- 1- 2
	 2-	 13 13 11 11 13 CK
11 2	 3- 3+ 3- 2+ 4- 4- 4- 24 16	 0.9 2	 2	 3	 3- 2+ 4- 3+ 3+	 27 26 21 15 35
12 5- 2	 2- 1+ 2	 3- 2+ 2+ 19 12	 0.7 4+ 2- i+ 2- 2	 3	 2+ 3-	 22 23 14 19 19
13 05	 3- S- 3- 2+ 4- 4+ 3	 3 26+ 20	 1.0 2+ 4	 3- 2+ 3	 4- 3- 3-
	 31 34 30 30 34
14 2	 3	 2- 3+ 2- 2- 2- 1 16 8	 0.5 2	 3- 2	 3 1+ 2	 i+ 1+	 15 19 13 20 13
15 2- 5- 5+ 2+ 2	 2+ 2	 3 23+ 18	 1.0 2- 4	 5- 2 2	 2+ 2- 3
	
29 24 25 34 16
16 4	 4	 4+ 3+ 2+ 3- 1	 2+ 24 17	 0.9 3+ 3+ 4- 3+ 2+ 2+ 2- 3-	 28 30 24 36 16
17 3	 3+ 2	 2+ 3	 4- 3+ 3 24- 15	 0.6 3- 3- 2+ 3- 3	 3	 3	 3	 26 30 21 23 29
18 D4	 4	 2+ 2+ 4 4+ 4- 4- 4+ 29- 22	 i.1 3+ 2	 2+ 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-	 36 41 31 26 46
19 4	 3	 3+ 4 2+	 1+ 1	 1- 20- 14	 0.6 4- 3- 3	 4- 3- 1+ 1	 1-	 23 24 25 34 15
20 07	 1	 2	 3- 2 2- 1- 2	 0+ 12+ 6	 0.3 1	 2- 3- 2 2-	 1	 2	 1-	 12 12 9 12 10 CK
21 1- 2+ 3- 3- 3	 5	 3- 3+ 22+ 16	 0.9 1- 2+ 3- 3- 3	 4+ 3- 3+
	
28 33 24 17 40
22 4- 4	 4	 2- 2- 2+ 4- 3+ 24+ 17	 0.9 4- 4- 4- 2- 2- 2+ 3+ 3-
	
29 31 26 32 28
23 3	 3- 2+ 3 2+ 3- 2+ 4- 22 13	 0.7 2+ 2	 2	 3- 3- 3- 2+ 3+	 21 25 21 19 28
24 3- 2+ 2+ 1 0+ 2	 3- 1+ 15- 8	 0.4 2	 2+ 2+ 1- i- 3- 3
	
1	 15 15 12 11 15 K
25 3. 3
	
2	 2 2- 2+ 2+ 2 18 9	 0.5 2+ 2+ 2 2+ 2+ 2+ 2	 2-	 17 19 15 15 20
26 03	 1- 1	 2- 1+ 1+ 0	 1-	 1 8- 4	 0.1 1	 1	 1+	 1+ 2- 0	 1- 1+	 7 6 9 8 8 CC
27 04	 1- 0+ 1	 1- 0+ 1- 1+ 2+ 7+ 4	 0.1 1-	 1-	 1	 1 1	 1	 1	 2+	 8 10 6 6 11 CC
28 05	 2+ 1	 2- 1+ 0+ 0	 0+ 04 7+ 4	 0.1 3-	 i+	 1	 1+ 1	 D+ 0+ 1	 8 9 6 11 4 CK
29 3+ 3+ 3	 4- 2	 2- 0+ 1- 18 11	 0.7 3+ 3- 3- 3+ 3- 2- 1	 1-	 20 18 18 25 10 K
30 02	 1- 1- 1-	 1- 1	 0+ 2- 1- 6+ 3	 0.1 1	 1-	 1	 1+ 1+ 1- 2- 1	 7 7 7 7 8 CC
31 06	 1	 2	 1- 2- 1+ 3- 2+ 1 13- 6	 0.3 1+ 1+ 0+ 2 2- 3- 2	 i+	 12 15 15 12 19 K
Mean 14	 0.65
---w---------------------------------------------------------------------------------°----------------------
23.1 24.0 20.2 22.2
_ Kn Three-Hourly indices
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ks Three-Hourly Indices Prov
Day 1	 2	 3	 4 5	 6	 7	 8 An 1	 2	 3	 4
------------------------------------------------------------------•---------------------------------------------
5	 6	 7	 8 As	 Sa Rl Ra Rs IMF
1 1+ 1+ 0
	
0+ 1	 1	 1-	 1- 5 1+ 1	 0+ 0+ 1- 0	 0+ 1- 4	 68.3 0 0 12 TA	 -
2 2- 1	 2	 1+ 1	 i+ 2+ 2 12 2	 2- 2+ 1 0+ 1	 2- 2- 10	 67.5 0 0 11 T	 -
3 1+ 2	 3+ 4- 3	 3	 2+ 2- 24 1+ 2	 3- 3+ 3	 2+ 2+ 1+ 20	 68.7 0 0 12 A	 -
4 2	 3- 3
	
3- 3+ 2+ 3	 4- 27 2- 2
	 3- 3- 2+ 2	 3- 3+ 22	 68.3 0 0 12 A	 -
5 3- 5	 5	 5 4	 4+ 6- 5+ 86 2+ 5- 5	 S- 4- 4	 6	 6+ 91	 67.0 0 0 10 A	 -
6 5- 3+ 5	 4 5	 4- 3+ 4 60 5- 3
	
4	 3+ 4	 3+ 3- 4- 43	 66.0 0 0 9 A	 -
7 4- 4- 4- 4- 3+ 4+ 3+ 4- 45 3+ 4	 3+ 3 3. 4- 3+ 4 40	 65.9 0 0 9 A	 -
8 3+ 3	 3- 3+ 3	 3	 3+ 2+ 31 3+ 2+ 2	 2+ 2+ 3- 3	 3- 24	 65.8 0 0 9 A	 -
9 1+ 2+ 2+ 0+ 2- 2- 2+ 1+ 13 1+ 2+ 1+	 1- 2-	 1+ 2	 1+ 11	 66.0 0 0 9 T	 -
10 i+ 2- 3	 1+ 2	 1	 2	 2 14 1+ 2- 2+ 1+ 2- 0+ 2	 2- 12	 66.7 0 0 10 AT	 -
11 2- 2+ 3+ 3 3- 4- 3+ 3+ 29 2	 2- 3- 2 2	 3+ 3+ 3 23	 67.7 0 0 11 AT	 -
12 4	 1+	 1	 2- 2+ 3	 2+ 3- 22 4+ 2- 1+ 1+ 2	 3- 2+ 2+ 22	 66.9 0 0 10 T	 -
13 2	 4	 3- 3- 3+ 4- 3	 3- 33 3- 4- 3- 2 3	 4- 3- 3- 29	 66.7 11 9 10 T	 -
14 2- 3- 2	 3 2- 2+ 1+ 1+ 16 2+ 3- 2	 3- 1	 2- 2-	 t 15	 69.8 13 10 13 T	 -
15 2- 4	 5	 2+ 2+ 3- 2	 3 32 2	 4	 4	 2 2- 2	 2- 3 26	 71.7 15 14 15 AT	 -
16 3+ 4- 4- 3+ 3- 3- 2- 2+ 29 3+ 3+ 4- 3+ 2	 2	 1+ 3- 27	 73.2 25 19 17 AT	 -
17 3	 3	 2+ 3- 3	 3+ 3	 3- 28 3- 2+ 2+ 3- 3- 3	 3	 3 25	 75.5 19 16 20 T	 -
18 3+ 2	 2+ 3+ 4- 4	 3+ 4- 37 4- 2+ 2+ 4 3+ 3	 4- 4- 36	 75.5 20 20 20 T	 -
19 3+ 2+ 3	 4- 3-	 1+ i+	 1- 22 4+ 3- 3- 4- 3	 1+	 1	 1- 2577,.7 31 28 22 T	 -
20 1+ 2- 3- 2 2- 1+ 2	 0+ 12 1- 2- 3- 2 1+	 1	 2-	 1- 11	 79.4 46 37 24 T	 -
21 1- 2+ 3- 3- 3	 4+ 3- 3 28 0+ 2+ 3	 2+ 3	 4+ 3- 3+ 28	 84.7 50 46 29 T	 -
22 3+ 4- 4- 2- 2- 3- 3+ 3- 29 4- 3+ 4- 1+ 2- 2+ 3+ 3- 29	 94.3 72 62 40 T	 -
23 3- 2	 2	 3- 3- 3- 2+ 3 21 2+ 2+ 2	 2+ 3- 3- 2
	
4- 22	 93.2" 67 61 39 T	 -
24 2	 2	 2+ 1 1	 3- 3-	 1 14 2	 3- 2+ 1- 1- 2+ 3	 1+ 15	 92.5 63 59 38 T	 -
25 2+ 3- 2+ 2+ 3- 2+ 3- 1+ 18 2	 2	 2- 2 2- 2+ 2- 2 15	 88.5• 55 50 34 T	 -
26 1-	 1-	 1+	 1+ 2- 0	 1	 1+ 7 1	 1+	 i+ 2- 2- 0	 1- 2- 8	 83.0 38 34 28 T	 -
27 1-	 1-	 1+	 1 1	 1	 1	 2+ 8 1	 i-	 1	 1 i-	 1+	 1	 2+ 8	 78.5" 25 25 23 T
1	 28 3- 1	 1	 2- 1	 0+ 0+ 1- a 3- 1+	 1	 1+ 1- 0+ 0+	 1+ 8	 76.7 14 13 21
_
T
29 3+ 3- 3	 4- 3- 2	 1	 1- 24 3	 3- 2	 3 2	 2-	 1	 1 17	 73.6 11 10 17
30 1- 0+	 1	 1 1+	 1- 6 1	 1	 1	 1+ 1+	 1	 2-	 1 8	 70.5 0 0 14 -	 -
31	 1+ 1+ 0+ 2	 2- 3- 2+ 1+	 13	 1+ 1+ 1- 2














DAY NDY DEC JA" FES MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT
1 27 15 33 15 16
-	
- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
23 10 18 14 18 6 3
2 12 27 17 11 22 16 38 6 3 11 4 5
3 18 22 13 8 14 20 6 4 6 6 4 11
4 18 28 7 3 10 17 10 5 33 6 2 12
5 13 20 6 21 42 7 7 5 16 4 3 66
6 14 22 5 46 24 5 10 25 21 3 9 41
7 20 18 5 20 22 7 8 30 19 4 9 27
8 20 8 19 24 27 15 6 16 16 6 10 16
9 12 6 46 19 4 38 8 22 8 5 12 6
10 18 9 29 24 10 11 4 30 8 7 12 6
11 20 19 20 13 6 11 5 11 10 5 9 16
12 8 17 19 11 5 12 10 48 27 5 12
13 10 27 14 11 4 6 11 4 20 41 5 20
14 14 8 9 16 7 10 8 4 16 11 29 8
15 52 24 9 9 14 4 15 5 7 12 18 18
16 112 33 8 7 11 8 11 3 5 9 33 17
17 35 28 9 12 8 5 8 7 20 9 13 15
18 22 15 6 4 11 4 9 4 13 12 5 22
19 21 8 7 7 9 21 9 3 8 12 35 14
20 20 6 6 10 5 53 5 13 8 12 29 6
21 22 13 12 8 5 103 8 7 5 10 23 16
22 14 9 11 7 4 11 5 6 4 28 13 17
23 10 16 36 7 5 12 4 7 13 17 9 13
24 10 4 7 18 6 17 5 5 12 7 17 8
25 10 5 9 12 5 21 8 12 12 18 18 9
26 8 26 6 5 8 30 9 21 16 14 19 4
27 7 17 11 19 10 33 5 13 15 15 17 4
28 6 31 58 60 14 61 5 18 13 13 6 4
29 13 26 24 6 17 4 13 5 17 4 11
30 36 21 17 7 42 3 10 11 10 5 3
31 24 15 10 7 36 32 6



































































Gsomag Time D	 H Z Maximum 3-Hour K Index D H Z Hour
Ste	 Let Day (UT) Type (Min)	 (Gamy )	 (Genres) Dey(3-Hour Periods) K	 (Min) (Gamma) (Gomm) Day (UT)
HYB 07.6N 02 1500 .. ..	 .. ..
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
03(4,5) 4 3 143 17 03 23
MIT 54.2N 04 1940 .. ..	 .. .. 05(7) 7 47 260 82 07 24
FRO 49.6N 04 19-- .. ..	 .. .. 05(8) 6 28 140 120 08 --
JAI	 17.3N 04 1900 .. ..	 .. .. - 5 120 23 07 19
SHL 14.7N 04 1900 .. ..	 .. .. - 4 113 30 07 19
UJJ 13.5N 04 1900 .. ..	 .. .. - 4 113 24 07 19
ABG 09.5N 04 1900 .. ..	 .. .. 05(7) 6 4 112 38 07 19
HYS 07.6N 04 0300 .. ..	 .. .. 05(2,7) 6 5 135 31 06 23
GUA 04.ON 04 1944 .. ..	 .. .. 05(2) 6 -- 170 20 05 18
ANN 01.5N 04 1900 .. ..	 .. .. - -- -- -- 07 19
TRD 01.15 04 1900 .. ..	 .. .. - 2 168 109 07 19
HER 33.7S 04 19-- .. ..	 .. .. 04(7,8) 6 35 99 122 06 03
COL 64.6N 05 03-- .. ..	 .. .. 05(4) 06(3) 7 283 1620 1100 08 17
SIT 60.ON 05 03-- .. ..	 .. .. 05(2) 7 -- -- 740 06 15
IRK 41.ON 05 0500 .. ..	 .. .. 05(4,7) 06(3) 6 30 137 61 07 22
GUA 04.ON 05 2217 .. ..	 .. .. 05(8) 5 10 70 20 06 15
GNA 43.2S 05 02-- .. ..	 .. .. 05(4) 6 28 120 140 06 21
CNB 43.9S 05 03-- .. ..	 .. .. 05(2,3.4,7,8) 06(3) 5 21 152 83 06 18
KGL 56.5S 05 02-- .. ..	 .. .. 05(7) 9 90 880 368 07 03
HYS 07.6N 11 0600 .. ..	 .. .. 11(6) 4 3 99 24 .12 03
HYB 07.6N 12 1200 .. ..	 .. .. 13(6) 5 3 72 22 13 23
MIT 54.2N 14 0601 SC -	 2	 13 0 14(5) 6 22 169 38 14 24
GUA 04.ON 14 2331 .. ..	 .. .. 15(2) 5 -- 140 30 15 18
MIT 54.2N 15 18-- .. ..	 .. .. 15(7) 6 34 182 43 16 24
FRD 49.6N 15 04-- .. ..	 .. .. 15(2,3) 5 20 ?5 35 17 -
HYB 07.6N 16 2200 .. ..	 .. .. 17(6)	 18(4,7) 4 4 86 25 18 22
COL 64.6N 18 06-- .. ..	 .. .. 19(4) 7 112 1210 480 19 16
MIT 54.2N 19 05-- .. ..	 .. .. 19(7) 6 38 215 43 20 10
JAI	 17.3N 21 0603 SC 0.3	 16	 - 3 - 5 112 35 23 23
SHL 14.7N 21 0603 SC 0.3	 17 4 - 4 101 23 23 23
UJJ	 13.5N 21 OM03 SC 0.2	 19	 - 5 - 4 120 35 23 23
ABG 09.5N 21 0603 SC -	 0.3	 14	 - 4 21(6) 5 4 130 39 23 23
HYS 07.6N 21 0300 .. 21(6) 5 3 137 24 22 11
TRD 01.1S 21 0603 SC 0.1	 ^3 39
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 2 175 85 23 23
ABG - ALIBAG GNA - GNANGARA HYB - HYDERABAD SHL - SHILLONG
ANN - ANNAMALAINAGAR GUA - GUAM IRK - IRKUTSK SIT - SITKA
CNB - CANBERRA HER c HERMANUS JAI	 - JAIPUR TRD - TRIVANDRUM
COL - COLLEGE HON - HONOLULU KGL - KERGUELEN UJJ - UJJAIN
FRO - FREDERICKSBURG MIT - MITTEVEEN
75










1 4.4 4.0 5.7 6.2 4.4 4.8
2 4.6 4.6 7.5 5.2 6.0 6.0
3 5.8 8.0 6.0 6.5 8.4 6.2
4 5.6 8.1 6.5 5.5 7.2 6.7
5 3.5 1.4 3.7 3.6 4.7 5.3
6 3.6 1.7 2.4 4.1 3.2 4.4
7 2.8 0.4 2.4 4.5 4.3 3.8
8 2.8 2.2 3.9 3.0 3.8 4.3
9 2.8 0.5 4.5 5.0 3.6 4.4
10 2.9 2.6 5.6 4.2 5.5 4.9
11 3.3 2.2 5.2 4.4 5.7 5.7
12 5.7 6.0 6.2 6.2 7.1 6.4
13 5.8 4.9 7.6 5.6 7.4 6.2
14 6.8 5.0 6.5 5.7 5.2 5.9
15 9.5 4.5 7.6 5.3 5.9 5.7
16 6.3 3.7 6.7 6.0 6.1 5.8
17 7.0 5.7 7.3 6.3 7.2 5.6
18 7.4 5.8 8.2 6.6 6.3 5.7
19 9.7 5.1 6.7 6.1 6.5 5.9
20 5.2 5.8 7.0 7.5 7.3 6.6
21 6.9 6.9 9.5 7.8 7.7 8.1
22 7.1 3.9 8.3 5.6 5.7 7.8
23 5.3 3.9 8.1 5.9 5.9 8.0
24 6.3 3.3 6.8 5.9 4.2 6.9
25 7.6 6.0 6.9 5.8 4.3 8.2
26 8.8 4.0 8.7 6.7 2.8 7.8
27 7.3 5.4 8.3 6.6 6.0 8.2
28 7.2 3.3 6.5 7.6 4.7 8.5
29 6.8 6.4 5.8 7.4 6.3 8.1
30 6.7 5.1 6.4 8.2 5.0 7.5




6.4 5.9 5.6 6.3
-----------
CALCULATION OF QUALITY INDICES (Q)
From all 24 hourly field strength values and from all frc-
quencles of the same circuit a median field strength value
Is calculated (FD). This daily value is compared with the
average value (FA) of the proceeding 27 days (1 sun rota-
tion).
Q - 6.0 + 20 log(FD/FA)/3.0
The quality indices vary from 0.0 to 9.9 where 6.0 is nor-
mal. Conditions are "normal" (Index = 6.0), If they
correspond to the average of the proceeding 27 days.
SCALE FOR QUALITY INDICES
0.0 - 1.0 - very poor
1.1 - 3.0 - poor
3.1 - 5.0 = fair
5.1 - 7.0 - normal
7.1 - 9.0 good


























TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY RANGES -- NORTH ATLANTIC PATH
OCTOBER 1985
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TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY RANGES -- NORTH ATLANTIC PATH 	
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0	 3	 6	 9	 12	 15	 181 21	 24
Field strengths from five frequencies, 6.4,
8.6, 13.0, 17.0 and 22.5 MHz, observed on
a Luchow New York circuit are represented
above. Heavy solid lines represent field
strengths > -12 d6 above 1 , v/m (transmitter
power reduced to 1 W. Observed field
	
strengths between -12 	 above 1 uv/m and
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MAGNETIC ST,RM SODDEN COMMFr'_EMENTS AND SOLAR FLARE FFFECTS
(PRELIMINARY REPOR T	RAPID MAGNETIC VARIATIONS)
SEPTEMBER 1285
Storm	 SudC ,	 	 -	 --r,	 emer,:s
	
(ssc) So+'r	 Flare -f fects	 (sfe)







14	 0600	 A:	 COI	 FRO LNP MPO GUM; 10 1104-1115 MPO
B:	 DOB WIT SP" GNA CAD	 GCK	 KG''-; 14 1246-1300 CLF
NGK HNO CLF GCK MME AQU EBR KAK IITY 	 KNY AMS 23 0602-0618 MPO
28 1059-1106 MPO
Reporting Observatories:
500 DOB NUR WNG WIT NGK HAD BOV CLF GCK MMB AQU EGR COI
SPT FRO KAK HTY KNY LN P GNA MPO CAD AMS CZT KGL JuM
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stric Ban-	 Metric Band	 Ban- 
Start End Start	 End	 Int	 Start	 End	 Int	 Start	 End	 lnt





	 (1-3)	 Spectral	 Type
05 2010 2301 CULG
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
06 0008 0738 CULG
2018 2400 CULG
07 0000 0738 CULG
2018 2400 CULG
08 0000 0739 CULG
2039 2400 CULG
09 0000 0739 CULG
2039 2400 CULG
10 0000 0708 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
11 0000 0739 CULG
2040 2400 CULG
12 0000 0740 CULG
2040 2400 CULG
13 0000 0738 CULG
2042 2400 CULG
14 0000 0741 CULG
2041 2400 CULG
15 0000 Of35 CULG
2044 2400 CULG
16 0000 0736 CULG
2042 2400 CULG












18 0000 0702 CULG
2042 2400 CULG


















1	 --^----------- CULG	 2202.0
	
0137.5	 i	 ills
	05 7.5	 1	 1118
0038.5 0257.5 1 IN
2135.5 2136.0 2 IIIG
0001.5 0002.0 1 IIIG
0128.0 C142.5 1 IIIN,U
7208.0 0245.0 1 IIIN
0244.5 2 IIIG
0249.5 3 0249.5	 1 IIIB,y
0255.5 0256.0 1 0256.0	 1 IIIG
0321.0 0322.0 2 IIIG
0323.5 0326.0 3 0324.0	 0326.0	 1 IIIG,Y
0328.0 0328.5 0328.0	 0328.5	 1 IIIG,U
0618.5 0619.0 2 IIIG,y
0620.5 0621.5 1 IIIG
82
Lots
Joe as	 SOLAR RAO 1 0 EM 1 SS 1 ON










Start End Start End I.1t Start End Int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT)
-
Ste (UT) (UT) (1-3) (UT) (UT) (1-3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) Spectral Type
21




0000 0743 CUL= 0002.5 0218.0 1 0000.0 0045.5 1 IN
CULG 0045.5 0257.0 IS,M
CLILG 0218.0 0441.5 1 0257.0 0355.0 2 IS
CULL 0327.5 0358.0 1 1115
CULG 0351.0	 0403.0	 1 SMF
CULG 0355.0 0420.0 1 IS
CULG 0358.0 1500.0 IIIS,M




22 0104 0743 CULG 0104.1 0147.5 2 IS,C,0C
CULG 0147.5 0400.0 1 IS,C
CULG 0246.0 1 W B
CULG 0304.0 0304.5 3 IIIB,V
CULG 0400.0 0511.0 1 IS
CULG 0511.0 0737.5 1 IN
CULG 0626.0 0626.5 1 IIIB
2043 2400 CULG 2203.0 23i2.5 i IN
CULG 2312.5 2400.0 1 IS
23 0000 0743 CULG 000.0 0047.0 i IS
CULG - 0021.5 0022.0 1 IIIG
CULG 0102.0 0202.0 1 IN
CULG 0331.0 0332.0 2 UNCL,F
CULG 0547.5 0600.0 1 IN
2043 2400 CULG 2103.5 2204.5 1 2052.02 2132.0 IN
CULG 2335.0 2335.5 1 IIIG
24 0000 0744 CULG 0011.5 0606.0 1 IS
2045 2400 CULG 2137.0 2147.5 1 2113.5 2347.5 1 IN
25 0000 0742 CULG 0055.5 1 1
2047 2400 CULG
26 0000 0745 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
27 0000 0745 CU!_G
2045 2400 CULG
28 0000 0745 CULG
2102 2400 CULG
29 0000 0745 CULG
2047 2400 CULG
30 0000 0725 CULG
0255 2400 CULG






SOLAR RADIO EN 1 SS I ON Fob 89
SPECTRAL OBS E RV A T IONS
FEBRUARY 1965
-----------------
Obsarvation Doclastric Band Metric Band
------------------------------------------------------------
Dekaawtrlc Band
Start End Start	 End	 Int Start 'End Int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Ste (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1 -3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) Spectral Type
01 0000 0745 CULG
------------------------
2202 2400 CULG
02 0000 0745 CULG
2045 2400 CULG 2259.0 1 IIIB
03 0000 0745 CULL
2045 2309 CULG
04 2002 0743 CULG
2046 2400 CULG 2139.0 2139.5 1 IIIG
05 0000 0744 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
06 OOOG 0745 CULG 0352.5 0353.5 1 IIIG
2058 2400 CULG
07 0000 0746 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
08 OOuO 0741 CULG
2055 2400 CULG
09 0000 0744 CULG
2046 2400 CULG 2104.5 2105.0 2 f11B,v,U
CULG 2106.0 2106.5 1 IIIB
10 0000 0746 CULG
11 0000 0746 CULG 0237.5 0238.0 2 0237.5	 0238.5	 2 IIIC,v,U
2046 2400 CULG
2047 2400 CULG
CULG 2335.5 2336.0 1 IIIB
12 0000 0745 CULG
2136 2400 CULG
13 0000 0605 CULG
2149 2100 CULG
14 0000 0700 CULG
2050 2400 CULG
15 0000 0746 CULG
2046 2400 CULG
16 0000 C746 CULG
2046 2400 CULG
17 0000 0746 CULG
2046 2400 CULG
18 0000 0746 CULG
2046 2400 CULG
19 0000 0725 CULG 0146.5 0147.0 2 life
2100 2400 CULG
20 0000 0745 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
21 0000 0745 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
22 0000 0745 CULG
2105 2400 CULG
23 0000 0700 CULG
214 s
 2400 CUI.G
24 0000 0716 CULG
rN
Late
Feb AS SOLAR RADIO EN i SS 1 ON
SPECTR AL OBS ER V ATI DNS
FEBRUARY 1989
--Observation---- ~--M - 	 ---- --- ---Deci ----- — -------------Metric Band ---------------------~---Band
Start End Start	 End	 Int Start End	 Int Start	 End
	
Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Ste (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1-3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3)	 Spectral Type
24 2099 2400 CULG
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
29 0000 0510 CULG
2090 2400 CULG
26 0000 0020 CULG
27 2130 2400 CULG
28 0000 0744 CULG
2049 2400 CULG
The symbols used under the column heading SPECTRAL TYPE have the following definitions:
8 - Single bust	 RS - Reverse slope burst
G - Small group (c 10) of bursts
	
DP - Drifting pairs
GG - Large group (> 10) of burst 	 DC - Drifting Chains
C - Underlying continuum (particularly with Type 1) 	 H - Herringbone
S - Storm in the sense of intermittent but 	 M - Weak
apparently connected activity 	 P - Pulsations
N - intermittent activity In this period 	 CONT - Continuum
U - U-shaped burst of Type III
	
	 UNCLF - Unclassified activity














Metric Band Deka"tric Band
Vart End Start	 End	 Int Mart End Int Start End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) S*a (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1 -3) (UT) (UT)	 (1-3) Spectral Type
01 0000 0700 CULG
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2026 2400 CULG
02 0000 0711 CULG
2147 2400 CULG
03 0000 0744 CULG
2150 2400 CULG
04 0000 0743 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
05 0000 0743 CULG
2043 2400 CULG
06 0000 0743 CULG
2043 2400 CULG
07 0000 0742 CULG
2047 2400 CULG
08 0000 0742 CULG
2042 2400 CULG
09 0000 0724 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
10 0000 0742 CULG
2042 2400 CULG
11 0000 0742 CULG
2042 2400 CULG
12 0000 0742 CULG
2042 2400 CULG
13 000n 0741 CULG
2041 2400 CULG
14 0000 0700 CULG
2045 2400 CULG
15 0000 0740 CULG
2040 2400 CULG
16 0000 0749 CULG
2341 2400 CULG
18 0000 0740 CULG 0155.0 1 IIIB
2040 2400 CULG
19 0000 0740 CULG 0729.0 1 Ills
2040 2400 CULG 2202.0 2202.5 1 IIIB
20 000(' 3738 CULG 0731.0 0733.0 2 IIIG
21 0000 0739 CULG 0429.5 1 1118
CULG 0729.5 1 1118
2040 2400 CULG
2039 2400 CULG 2119.0 1 1118
CULG 2225.5	 2226.5	 1 2225.0 2228.0 3 2225.5 2227.:	 1 IIIG,v
CULG 2232.5 2239.5 1 11
CULG 2309.5 2311.5 2 IIG,V
CULG 2334.5 1 IIIG
22 0000 0738 CULG
2039 2400 CULG 2104.5 2105.0 1 1118
23 0000 0738 CULG 0118.5 0119.5 2 0118.5 0119.0	 1 IIIG














Observation---------	 -------twit -and ----------- Band w-l ---------	 --------" --~-aatric Band
Start End Start	 End
	
Int Start End	 Int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Ste (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT)	 (1-3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3)	 Spectral Type
23 2038 2400 CULG
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2058.5 1 111-
24 0000 0738 CULG
2038 2400 CULG
25 0000 0,423 CULG
2220 2400 CULG
26 0000 0737 CULG 0630.0 1 1!18
2250 2400 CULG
27 0000 0735 CULG
2151 2400 CULG
28 0000 0740 CULG
2237 2400 CULG
29 0000 0707 CULG
2036 2400 CULG
30 0000 0736 CULG
2036 2400 CULG
31 0000 0735 CULG
2035 2400 CULG
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The symbols used under the column heading SPECTRAL TYPE have the following definitions:
B - Single burst RS - Reverse slope burst
G - Small group (< 10) of bursts DP - Drifting pairs
GG - Large group (> 10) of burst OC - Drifting Chains
C - Underlying continuum (particularly with Type 1) H - HarringboneS a Storm to the sense of intermittent but b - Weak
apparently connected activity P - Pulsations
N - intermittent activity in this period CONT n Continuum
U - U-shaped burst of Type 111 UNCLF - Unclassified activity
DCIM - Fast drift
11 0000 0110 CULG
2235 2400 CULG
12 0000 0732 CULG
2032 2400 CULG
13 0000 0730 CULG
2032 2400 CULG
14 0000 0732 CULG
2032 2400 CULG
15 0000 0732 CULG
2032 2400 CULG
16 0150 2400 CULG
17 0000 0731 CULG
2031 2400 CULG
18 0000 0731 CULG
2031 2400 CULG
19 0000 0731 CULG
0031 2400 CULG
20 0000 0731 CULG
2031 2400 CULG
21 0000 0520 CULG
2032 2400 CULG
22 0000 0730 CULG
2030 2400 CULG 2207.0	 2207.5	 1
CULG 2332.0	 2356.0	 1
23 0000 0730 CULG 0008.0	 0715.5	 1
CULG
2030 2400 CULG 2030.0	 2400.0	 1
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---------Declae	 Band ------	 Band ---------_----------	 ------Band M--------~
Start End Start	 End
	 !nt Start End int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Ste (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(UT) (UT) (1-3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) Spectral Typo
01 0000 0350 CULG
2046 2400 CULG
02 0000 0735 CULG
2035 2400 CULG
03 0000 0735 CULG 0611.5 1 IIIG
2035 2400 CULG
04 0000 0734 CULG 0401.5 1 1118
2035 2400 CULG
05 0000 0734 CULG 0456.0 0456.5 1 IIIG
2035 2400 CULG
06 0000 0645 CULG
2036 2400 CULG
07 0000 0733 CULG
2034 2400 CULG
08 0000 0733 CULG
2033 2400 CULG
09 0000 0733 CULG
2033 2400 CULG












Metric Band Dekametrlc Band
Start End Start End Int Start End Int Start	 End	 Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Ste (UT) (UT)	 (1 -3) (UT) (UT)	 (1 -3) (UT)	 (UT)	 (1-3) Spectr n 1 Type
23 CULG
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2133.0 2134.0 2 IIIG
CULG 2143.0 2143.5 1 OCIM
rULG 2200.0 2400.0 1 IIIS
I,JLG 2205.5 2206.0 2 IIIG
CULG 2224.0 2225.5 1 I)CIM
CULG 2227.5 2228.0 2 IIIG
CULG 2233.0 2400.0 2 IS,C,DC
CULG 2310.5 2 1118
CULG 2345.0 2347.0 2 CONT
CULG 2348.0 2348.5 2 2348.0	 1 IIIG
24 CULG 0000.0 0508.5 1 IIIS
0000 0730 CULG 0000.0 0720.5 1 0000.0 0513.0 1 IS,C,I)C
CULG 0018.0 0047.0 2 IIIN
CULG 0049.5 0051.0 3 0049.5	 0050.5	 2 IIIG,V
CULG 0208.0 2 1118
CULG 0217.5 0218.0 2 IIIG
CULG 0249.0 0249.5 2 IIIG
CULG 0315.0 0316.0 1 COOT
CULG 0358.5 0359.0 2 1118,U
CULG 0513.0 0607.5 2 IIIS
CULG 0513.0 D615.0 2 IS,C,DC
CULG 0615.0 0730.0 I11S,W
CULG 0615.0 0730.0 IS,w
2030 2400 CULG 2035.0 2400.0 1 IS,C,DC
CULG 2040.0 2103.0 1 IIIS
CULG 2048.5 2049.0 3 IIIG
CULS 2049.5 2050.0 2 1 1 1'0
CULG 2050.0 2051.0 3 IIIG
CULG 2050.0 2400.0 1 IN
rULG 2103.0 2400.0 2 1115
CULG 2105.0 2358.5 2 IIIN
CULG 2110.0 2116.0 2 IS,C,DC
CULG 2124.0 2128.5 2 IS,C,DC
CULG 2132.5 2346.0 1 RSOP,N
CULG 2201.0 0204.5 2 CONT
25 CULG 0000.0 0030.0 2 IIIS
CULG 0000.0 0710.0 1 IN
0000 0729 CULG 0000.0 0721.5 1 IS,C,DC
CULG 0030.0 Os 03.5 2 0056.0	 0216.0	 1 IIIN
CULG 0030.0 0y 16.5 1 Ills
CULG 0134.5 0631.5 1 RSDP,N
CUIG 0453.0 0653.5 1 IIIN
2030 2400 CULG 2036.0 2400.0 1 IS,C,DC
CULG 2053.5 2400.0 1 IIIS
CULG 2055.5 2344.5 1 IIIN
CULG 2111.5 2400.0 2 IIIN
CULG 2240.5 2316.5 1 RSDP,N
26 CULG 0000.0 0409.5
0000 0627 CULG 0000.0 0627.0	 1





CULU	 0057.0	 0057.5	 1 0057.0 0057.5	 2
0030 2400 CULG 2030.0 2346.0	 3
CULG 2051.0 2349.0	 3
CULG 2346.0 2400.0	 2
CULG 2349.0 2400.0	 2
27	 0000 0724 CULG 0000.0 0520.0	 2
CULG 0003.0 0645.0	 1
( CULG 0015.0 0549.0	 2
CULG 0018.0 0019.5	 3
CULG 0251.5 0252.0	 3
CULG 030;.5 3
CULG 0520.0 0724.0	 1
CULG 0530.5 0531.5	 3
2029 2400 CULG 2039.5 2349.0
CULG 2046.5 2345.0	 1














0018.5	 0019.0 2	 IIIG
	
















Metric Band 6ekametric Band
Start End Start End	 Int Start End Int Start End Int
Day (UT)	 (UT) Sta (UT) (UT)	 (1-3) (UT)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(UT)	 (1-3) (UT) (UT) (1-3) Spwctral Type
27 CULG 2113.5 2114.5	 1 2113.0 2115.0 3 IIIGG,V
CULG 2139.0 2140.0 3 IIIG,U,V
CULG 2140.0 2140.5 3 IIIG
CULG 2142.0 2144.5 3 2142.5 2143.0 2 IIIGG,U,V
CULG 2228.5 2231.5 3 2228.5 2331.5 2 IIIG,V
CULG 2254.0 2255.5 3 2254.0 2256.0 2 IIIG
CULG 2320.0 2320.5 3 2320.0 2320.5 2 IIIB
CULG 2336.5 2337.0 2 2336.5 2337.5 2 IIIG,V
CULG 2339.0 2339.5 2 2339.0 2339.5 1 IIIG
28 0000 0729 CULG 0020.5 1 IIIB
CULG 0056.0 0109.0 1 IN
CULG 0516.5 0517.0 2 IIIG
CULG 0604.5 0605.0 2 IIIG
CULG 0616.5 0657.5 1 IIIN
CULG 0651.5 0652.0 2 IIIG
2029 2400 CULG 2301.0 2357.0	 1 IN
29 0000 0729 CULG 0007.5 0013.0	 1 IN
CULG 0021.5 1 1118
CULG 0102.5 1 1118
CULG 0234.0 0517.0 1 Iy
CULG 0512.0 1 1118
2029 2400 CULG 2124.5 1 1118
30 C100 0729 CULG
2029 2400 CULG
---------------------------------------------------•-------------------------- ----------------------------
The symbols used under the column heading SPECTRAL TYPE have the following definitions:
B - Single burst 	 RS - Reverse slope burst
G - Small group (< 10) of bursts 	 DP - Drifting pairs
GG - Large group (> 10) of burst 	 DC - Drifting Chains
C - Underlying continuum (particularly with Type 1) 	 H - Herringbone
S - Storm in the sense of interml-rtent but 	 W - Weak
apparently connected activity 	 P * Pu;bations
N - Intermittent activity in this period
	
CONT - Continuum




Apr 83 CALCIUM PLAGE
	
REGIONS
(ORDERED BY CENTRAL MERIDIAN PASSAGE DATE)
























18819 BIGB 03 26 1740 S18 E75 04 1.4 2.5 0800
18819 BIGB 03 29 1643 S17 E41 04 1.8 3.0 1700
i	 18819 BIGB 03 30 1700 S16 E29 04 1.9 3.0 1850
i	 18819 BIGB 03 31 1647 S16 E17 04 2.0 3.0 1900
18819 BIGB 04 01 1720 S17 E04 04 2.0 3.5 2700
18819 BIGB 04 02 1745 S15 W11 04 1.9 3.5 270C
18819 BIGB 04 03 1645 S16 W24 04 1.9 :.5 2700
18819 BIGB 04 04 1750 S16 W38 04 '1.9 3.5 2700
18820 BIGB 03 26 1740 S25 E83 04 2.2 1.0 0650 4129
18820 BIGB 03 29 1643 S26 E50 04 2.6 2.5 1600 4129
18820 BIGB U3 30 1700 S27 E36 04 2.5 2.5 1700 4129
18820 BIGB 03 31 1647 S27 E24 04 2.6 2.5 1750 4129
18820 BIGB 04 01 1720 S27 Ell 04 2.6 2.5 2000 4129
18820 BIGB 04 02 1745 S25 WOS 04 2.3 2.5 2000 4129
18820 BIGB 04 03 1645 S27 W16 04 2.4 2.5 2000 4129
18820 BIGB 04 04 1750 S27 W31 04 2.3 2.0 2000 4129
18828 BIGB 04 03 1645 S11 W14 04 2.6 2.0 0150 4136
18828 BIGB 04 04 1750 S11 W31 04 2.4 2.0 0225 4136
18822 BIGB 03 30 1700 511 E40 04 2.7 1.5 0500 4133
18822 BIGB 03 31 1647 S14 E33 04 3.2 2.5 0575 4133
18822 BIGB 04 01 1720 514 E19 04 3.1 2.5 0650 4133
18822 BIGB 04 02 1745 S12 E05 04 3.1 2.0 0700 4133
18822 BIGB 04 03 1645 S12 W07 04 3.2 2.5 0700 4133
18822
F
BIGB 04 04 1750 S13 W23 04 3.0 2.5 0700 4133
i	 18825 BIGB 04 02 1745 Sll E78 04 8.6 2.5 0500 4137
1	 18825 BIGB 04 03 1645 S11 E62 04 8.4 2.5 0400 4137
18825 BIGB 04 04 1750 S10 E45 04 8.1 2.5 0375' 4137
18825
i
BIGB 04 09 1825 S10 W23 04 8.0 3.0 1500 4137
18826 BIGB 04 02 1745 S13 E87 04 9.3 2.0 0300 4135
18826 BIGB 04 03 1645 513 E69 04 8.9 3.5 0550 4135
18826 BIGB 04 04 1750 S1.3 E56 04 9.0 3.5 0700 4135
18826 BIGB 04 09 18;5 S13 W13 04 8.8 3.0 0800 4135
18826 BIGB 04 14 1831 510 W85 04 8.4 1.5 0700 4135
18827 BIGB 04 04 1750 515 E85 04 11.2 .0 0600 4138
18827 BIGB 04 09 1825 S16 E17 04 11.0 5 3200 4138
18827 BIGP 04 14 1,830 S15 W47 04 11.2 0 2700 4138
18827 BIG8 04 15 515 W60 04 11.3 1.0 2150 4138
18827 BIGB 04 16 516 W74 04 11.2 -.0 2100 4138
18830 BIG8 04 09 ,25 Sll E41 04 12.8 2.5 1100 4140 4143
18830 BIGB 04 14 1830 S10 W29 04 12.6 2.5 1250 4140 4143
18930 BIGB 04 15 1925 S10 W42 04 12.6 3.5 1200 4140 4143
18830 BIGB 04 16 1845 S10 W55 04 V.6 2.5 1200 4140 4143
18829 b.GB 04 16 1845 S29 W25 04 14.8 4.0 0550 4148
18P29 BIGB 04 17 1955 S29 W39 04 14.8 3.5 '"N^ 4148
18831 BIGB 04 09 1825 S15 E70 04 15.1 2.5 1300
18831 3IGB OS 14 1830 S13 E01 04 14.8 2.5 16:0
18831 BIGB 04 15 1925 Sll W14 04 14.7 2.5 1800
18831 BIGB 04 16 1845 S11 W26 04 14.8 2.0 1800
18831 BIGB 04 17 1555 S11 W40 04 14.8 2.0 1100
18832 BIGB 04 09 1825 E25 E70 04 15.2 1.5 0350
18832 BIGB 04 14 1330 S27 E02 04 14.9 2.5 0525
18832 BIGB 04 15 1925 S27 W12 04 14.9 2.0 0550
18832 BIGB 04 16 1845 S25 W25 04 14.8 2.0 0400
18832 BIGB 04 17 1955 S23 07 04 15.0 1.0 0300
18833 BIGB 04 14 1830 510 E18 04 16.1 3.0 1150 4142
18833 BIGB 04 15 1925 510 E06 04 16.2 3.0 1000 4142
18833 BIGB 04 16 1845 S10 WOB 04 16.2 3.0 0900 4142
18833 BIGB 04 17 1955 SOB W22 04 16.2 2.5 0850 4142
18834 BIGB 04 14 1830 S08
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Plage Time CMP Area NOAA/USAF Sunspot Groups
Reg i on Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day Intensity (10-6 Hemi) /1 12	 f3
18834 BIGB 04 15 1925 508 E15 00 1.6.9
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.0 1050 4145
18834 BIGB 04 16 1845 St, 7 EO? ,' i6.9 2.5 1000 4145
18834 BIGB 04 17 1955 507 W12 01 16.9 3.0 1000 4145
18836 BIGB 04 14 1830 S14 E45 04 18.2 2.5 1750 4149
18836 BIGB 04 15 1925 S14 E30 04 18.1 3.0 1900 4149
18836 BIGB 04 16 1815 S14 E18 04 18.1 2.5 1850 4149
18836 BIGB 04 17 1955 S12 E03 04 18.0 2.5 2000 4149
18836 BIGB 04 23 2005 512 W82 04 17 6 2.5 1800 4149
18835 BIGB 04 14 1830 N22 E45 04 18.2 4.0 2500 4144
18835 BIGB 04 15 1925 N22 E32 04 18.3 4.0 3100 4144
18835 BIGB 04 16 1845 N21 E19 04 18.2 3.5 2800 4144
18835 BIGB 04 17 1955 N23 E05 04 18.2 3.0 2000 4144
18835 BIGB 04 23 2005 N23 W78 04 17.8 2.0 1900 4144
18837 BIGB 04 14 1830 S15 E62 04 19.5 2.0 0900 4153
18837 BIGB 04 15 1925 S15 E47 04 19.4 2.0 1500 4153
18837 BIGB 04 16 1845 S15 E36 04 19.5 2.0 1300 4153
18837 BIGB 04 17 1955 S15 E21 04 19.4 2.0 1000 4153
18837 BIGB 04 23 2005 S13 W61 04 19.2 1.5 0600 4153
18840 BIGB 04 15 1925 S31 E55 04 20.1 1.0 0175
18840 BIGB 04 16 1845 530 E42 04 20.1 2.0 0150
i8840 BIGB 04 17 1955 S29 E27 04 19.9 1.0 0150
18839 BIGB 04 14 1830 Nil E75 04 20.4 1.5 0600 4146
18839 BIG6 04 15 1925 N12 E62 04 20.5 2.5 0400 4146
18839 BIGB 04 16 1845 N12 E49 04 20.5 1.0 0700 4146
18839 BIGB 04 17 1-955 N12 E36 04 20.5 2.0 0550 4146
18838 BIGB 04 14 1830 N06 E80 04 20.7 2.5 0800 4146A
18838 BIGB 04 15 1925 N06 E70 04 21.0 3.0 1800 4146A
18838 BIGB 04 16 1845 N06 E55 04 20.9 3.0 1800 4146A
18838 BIGB 04 17 1955 N06 E42 04 21.0 3.0 1900 4146A
18838 BIGB 04 23 2005 N07 W42 04 20.7 3.0 2000 4146A
18841 BIGB 04 16 1845 N10 E75 04 22.4 1.0 0200 4151
18841 BIGB 04 17 1955 N10 E59 04 22.3 1.0 0125 4151
18841 BIGB 04 23 2005 N12 W26 04 21.5 3.5 1700 4151
18841 BIGB 04 27 2340 N13 W80 04 21.9 i.0 0250 4151
18842 BIGB 04 17 1955 520 E72 04 23.3 1.0 1210 4152
18842 BIGB 04 23 2005 S23 W10 04 23.1 2.5 1000 4152
18842 BIGB 04 27 2340 523 W67 04 22.8 1.5 0200 4152
18842 BI68 04 28 1900 S22 W80 04 22.6 1.0 0075 4152
18843 BiuB 04 17 1955 515 E88 04 24.5 2.5 1700
18843 BIGB 04 23 2005 S15 E04 04 24.1 2.0 1000
18843 BIGB 04 27 2340 S16 W51 04 24.1 2.0 0850
18843 BIGB 04 28 1900 514 W62 04 24.1 1.5 0750
18849 BIGB 04 2.1 2005 N30 E05 04 24.2 3.0 0550
18855 BIGB 04 27 2j40 526 W40 04 24.9 1.0 0225
18855 BIGB 04 28 1900 S25 W53 04 24.7 1.0 0475
18844 BIGB 04 23 2005 S14 E21 04 25.4 3.5 3000 4150 4150A
18844 BIGB 04 27 2340 S14 W34 04 25.4 3.5 2700 4150 4150A
18844 BIGB 04 28 1900 S13 W44 04 25.5 3.0 2500 4150 4150A
18851 BIGO 04 27 2340 N08 W35 04 25.4 1.0 0075 4158
18846 BIGB 04 23 2005 514 E42 04 27.J 2.0 059
18846 BIGB 04 27 2340 S13 W16 04 26.8 2.0 0600
18846 BIGB 04 28 1900 S12 W26 04 26.8 2.0 0600
13846 BIG8 05 02 1625 S13 W78 04 26.9 1.0 0250
18845 BIGB 04 23 2005 N1; -44 04 27.2 3.5 0900 4155
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Plage Time CMP Area NOAA/L::.*,7 Sunspot Groups






05 J2 1625 N17 W76 04 27.0 1.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0350 4155
18848 BIGB 04 23 2005 N17 E60 04 28.4 1.0 0300 4159
18848 BIGB 04 27 2340 N13 E05 OA 28.4 3.0 0600 4159
18848 BIG3 04 28 1900 N15 W06 04 28.3 3.0 0850 415,
18848 BIG8 05 02 1625 N14 W58 04 28.4 3.0 1000 4159
18848 BIGB 05 03 1800 N14 W74 04 28.2 3.5 0750 4159
18848 BIGB 05 04 1626 N14 W80 04 28.7 1.0 0400 4159
1885? BIGB 04 27 2340 N18 E05 04 28.4 3.0 0650 4150
188522 BIGB 04 28 1900 N20 W06 04 28.3 3.0 0750 4160
18852 BIGB 05 02 1625 N19 W59 04 28.3 3.5 0750 4160
18852 BIGB 05 03 1800 N19 W73 04 28.3 3.5 0600 4160
18852 BIGB 05 04 1626 N21 W80 04 28.6 1.0 0200 4160
18847 BIGB 04 23 2005 S17 E65 04 28.8 3.5 7000 4154 4156	 4164
18847 BIGB 04 27 2340 S17 E08 04 28.6 3.5 5300 4154 4156	 4164
18847 BIGB 04 28 1900 S16 W04 04 28.5 3.5 4800 4154 4156	 4164
18847 BIGB 05 02 1625 S18 W50 04 29.0 3.0 3700 4154 4156	 4164
aJ^,A 7 BIGB 05 03 1800 S19 W68 04 28.7 3.0 4700 4154 4156	 4164
18847 BIGB 05 04 1626 S20 W78 04 28.8 3.0 4700 4154 4156	 4164
18847 BIGB 05 05 1719 521 W°0 (4 29.7 1.0 0800 4154 4156	 4164
18857 BIGB 04 27 2340 S17 E23 04 29.7 3.5 0700 4162
18851 BIGB 04 28 1900 515 E11 04 29.6 3.5 1300 4162
18 1W BIGB 05 02 1625 S15 W39 04 29.8 3.5 1200 4162
18857 BIGB 05 03 1800 S15 W55 04 29.7 3.5 1700 4162
1885 7 BIGB 05 04 1626 515 W66 04 29.8 3.5 1100 4162
18857 BIGB 05 05 1719 S14 W76 04 30.0 3.0 1100 4162
18858 BIGB 04 27 2340 S18 E33 04 30.5 2.5 0175
18o58 BIGB 04 28 1900 S18 E20 04 30.3 2.5 0450
18858 BIGB 05 02 1625 S17 W30 04 30.4 1.5 0350
18058 BIGB 05 03 1800 S16 W45 04 30.3 1.5 1100
18850 BIGB 04 23 2005 S05 E85 04 30.2 3.0 0250 4157
18850 BIGB 04 27 2340 SO4 E35 04 30.6 3.0 1500 4157
18850 BIGB 04 28 1900 SO4 E23 04 30.5 3.0 1600 4157
18850 BIGB 05 02 1625 SO4 W29 04 30.5 3.5 2400 415;
18850 BIGB 05 03 1800 04 W46 04 30.3 3.5 2000 4157
18850 BIGB 05 04 1626 SO4 W58 04 30.3 3.5 2000 4157



















Plage	 Plage Plagge Plage Area Smallest Largest
Day Sta
	 Index	 Count (Millianths
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
of Solar Hemisphere) Intensity Intensity
01 BIGB
	
27.7	 11 325 2700 12030 1.0 3.5
02 BIGB	 25.2
	
12 300 2700 12995 1.0 3.5
03 BIGB	 22.9	 11 150 2700 11025 1.0 3.5
04 BIGB	 18.2
	 10 225 2700 i1125 1.0 3.5
05 No Observations This Day
06 No Observations This Day
07 No Observations This Day
08 No Observations This Day
09 BIGB	 19.7	 6 35C 3200 8250 1.5 3.5
10 No Observations This Day
11 No Observations This Day
, 2 No Observations This Lay
13 No Cbservations This Day
14 BIGB	 2 y .3	 12 525 2700 15575 1.5 4.0
15 BIGB	 35.7	 1? 175 3100 16625 1.0 4.0
16 BIGB	 31.8
	 14 150 2800 16750 1.0 4.0
17 BIGB	 27.6
	 14 123 2000 15475 1.0 3.5
18 No Observations This Day
19 No Observations This Day
20 No Observations This Day
21 No Observations This Day
22 No Observations This Day
23 BIGB	 38.5	 14 250 '000 22550 1.0 3,5
24 No Observations This Day
25 No Observations This Day
26 No Observations This Day
27 BIGB	 41.2	 18 75 5300 16600 1.0 3.5
?8 BIGB	 42.4	 16 75 4800 18100 1.0 3.5
29 No Observations This Day
30 No Observations This Pay„
31	 No Observations .his Day
GAILY PLAGE AREAS FOR APRIL 1983
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May 83 C A L C I U M P L A G E
	 REGIONS





Plage Time CMP Area NOAH/USAF Sunspot Groups
Region Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day Intensity (10-6 Hemi) /1 t2	 I3
16853 EIGB 04 27 2340 514 E41 05 1.1
-	 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.5 0500
18853 31G8 04 28 1900 S15 E28 04 30.9 2.5 0550
18853 6IGB 05 02 1625 513 W22 05 1.0 1.5 0500
18853 3IG3 05 03 1800 513 W38 04 30.9 1.0 0275
18854 BIGB 04 27 2340 S18 E51 05 1.9 1.5 0175
18854 3IG8 04 28 1900 S18 E39 05 1.8 1.5 0400
18854 8IGB 05 02 1625 518 W13 05 1.7 1.0 0300
18854 8IG8 05 03 1800 S18 W26 05 1.8 1.0 0275
18861 B;GB 05 02 1625 SO4 W13 05 1.7 1.0 0125
18856 BIGB 04 27 2340 S11 E62 05 2.6 2.5 0900
188 156 BIGB 04 28 1900 S09 E48 05 2.4 2.5 1100
18856 BIGB 05 02 1625 S09 W02 O^ 2.5 2.5 1300
18856 BIGB 05 03 1800 S08 W18 05 2.4 2.5 1400
18856 BiGB 05 04 1626 S08 W30 05 2.4 2.5 1400
:8856 BIGB 05 05 1719 S07 W44 05 2.4 3.0 1400
13856 BIGB 05 06 1820 S08 W58 05 2.4 2.5 1000
11856 BIGB 05 07 1720 S07 W70 05 2.5 1.0 1000
18862 8IGB 05 02 1625 N09 E02 05 2.8 2.0 0175
18862 BIGB 05 03 1800 N10 W15 05 2.6 1.5 0250
18862 BIGB G5 04 1626 N09 W27 05 2.6 1.0 0350
18852 BIGB 05 05 1719 Nll W41 05 2.6 2.5 0300
18862 BIGB 05 06 1820 N10 W55 05 2.6 2.0 0150
18862 BIGB 05 07 1720 N10 W68 05 2.6 1.0 0150
18859 F GB 04 27 2340 S08 E85 05 4.3 1.0 0400 4163
18859 BIGB 04 28 1900 S09 E73 05 4.3 1.5 1200 4163
18859 BIGB 05 02 1625 S09 E20 05 4.2 3.0 1200 4163
18859 BIGB OS 03 1800 S07 E06 05 4.2 3.0 1200 4163
18859 BIGB 05 04 1626 S07 W06 05 4.2 3.0 1300 4163
18859 BIGB 05 05 1719 S07 W20 05 4.2 3.0 1200 4163
18859 BIGB 05 06 1820 507 W35 05• 4.1 3.0 ^ 4163
18859 BIGB 05 07 1720 507 W49 05 4.0 3.0 1200 4163
18859 BIGB 05 09 1830 S08 W75 05 4.1 1.0 0700 4163
18865 BIGB 05 03 1800 N15 E08 05 4.3 2.0 0475 4167
18865 BIGB 05 04 1626 N15 W04 05 4.4 2.5 1000 4167
18865 BIGB 05 05 1719 N15 W18 05 4.3 3.0 i000 4167
18855 BIGB OS 06 1820 N15 W32 05 4.3 3.0 0850 4167
18865 BIGB 05 07 1720 N15 W46 05 4.2 3.5 0900 4167
18865 BIGB 05 09 1830 N14 W70 05 4 5 3.0 1300 4167
18860 BIGB 05 02 1625 Sll E35 05 5.3 3.5 2850 4165 4170
;8860 BIGB 05 03 1800 511 E21 05 5.3 3.5 3200 4165 4170
'8860 BIGB 05 04 1626 Sll E03 05 5.3 3.5 3200 4165 4170
18860 BIGB 05 05 1719 511 WOS 05 5.3 3.5 3200 4165 4170
18860 BIGB 05 06 1820 Sll W19 05 5.3 3.5 3550 4165 4170
18860 BIGB 05 07 1720 S10 W32 05 5.3 3.5 3550 4165 4170
18860 BIGB 05 09 1830 512 W57 05 5.5 3.5 3500 4165 4170
18860 BIGB 05 10 1635 S12 W73 05 5.2 2 5 3000 4165 4170
18864 BIGB 05 02 1625 S13 E56 O5 6.9 =.0 0175 4168
18864 BIGB 05 03 1800 S12 E40 05 6.8 :.O 0300 4168
16864 BIGB 05 04 1626 513 E27 05 6.7 4.0 33,15 4168
18864 BIGB 05 05 1719 S13 E12 05 6.6 3.0 0800 4168
18864 BIGB 05 06 1820 S15 W02 05 6.6 3.0 1000 4168
18864 BIGB 05 07 1720 S19 W16 05 6.5 3.0 1200 4168
18864 BIGB 05 09 1830 S15 W41 05 6.7 3.0 1700 4168
18864 BIGB 05 10 1635 S15 W56 05 6.4 3.0 1700 4168
18864 BIGB 05 12 1638 514 W80 05 6 6 1.5 0`00 4168
18868 BIGB 05 04 1626 N09 E32 05 7.1 1.0 0150
18868 BIGB 05 05 1719 N08 E19 05 1.1 1.0 0125
18863 B1G8 OS k'2 1625 S16 E77 05 8.5 1.5 1800
18863 BIGB 05 03 1800 S15 E57 05 8.1 2.0 1500
18863 BIGB 05 04 1626 S16 E47 05 8.2 2.0 1800
18863
---------







May 83CALCIUM PLAGE REGIONS
(ORDERED BY CENTRAL MERIDIAN PASSAGE DATE)
MAY	 1983
Calcium Observation Corrected
Plage Time CMP Area N9AA/USAF Sunspot Groups
Region Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day Intensity (10-6 Nemi) {1 f2	 /3
18863 BIGB 05 06 1820 S17 E18 05 8.1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.5 1600
18863 BIGB 05 07 1720 S17 E05 05 8.1 3.0 1750
18863 BIGB 05 09 1830 S16 W21 05 8.? 2.0 1750
18863 BIGB 05 10 1635 S17 W36 05 7.9 2.0 1750
18863 dIGB 05 12 1638 S17 W60 05 8.1 2.0 1500
18663 BIGB 05 13 1554 S16 W76 05 7.9 1.0 1300
18863 BIGB 05 14 1635 S17 W78 05 8.8 1.0 2000
18866 BIGB 05 03 1800 509 E75 05 9.4 1.0 0275 4173
18866 BIGB 05 04 1626 S11 E62 05 9.3 1.5 0300 4173
18866 BIGB 05 05 1719 S12 E48 05 9.3 2.5 0350 4173
18866 BIGB 05 06 1820 S12 E33 05 9.2 3.0 0350 4173
18866 BIGB 05 07 1720 S12 E20 05 9.2 3 0 0450 4173
18866 BIGB 05 09 1830 S11 W07 05 9.2 3.5 1450 4173
18866 BIGB 05 10 1635 S11 W23 05 9.0 4.0 1450 4173
18866 BIGB 05 12 1638 511 W4°, 05 9.3 4.0 2700 4173
18866 BIGB 05 13 1554 S12 W59 05 9.2 3.5 2600 4173
18866 BIGB 05 14 1635 S10 Wi2 05 9.3 4.0 2500 4173
1,^966 BIGB 05 15 1 7 30 S10 W80 05 9.7 4.0 2500 4173
18867 BIGB 05 03 1800 S14 E77 05 9.6 1.0 0175 4175
18867 BIGB 05 04 1626 S15 E63 05 9.4 1.5 0350 4175
18867 BIGB 05 05 1719 517 E49 05 9.4 2.5 0300 4175
18867 BIGB 05 06 1820 519 c35 05 9.4 2.0 0350 4175
18867 BIGB 05 07 1720 S17 E22 05 9.4 2.0 0350 4175
18867 BIGB 05 09 1830 S15 W06 05 9.3 1.5 0200 4175
18867 BIGB 05 10 1635 S08 W15 05 9.6 1.' 02 2 4175
18867 BIGB 05 12 1638 S08 W14 05 11.6 3.5 0350 4175
18867 BIG9 05 13 1554 S08 W51 05 9.8 3.5 0600 4175
18867 BIGB 05 14 1635 S07 W62 05 10.0 2.0 0350 4175
18867 BIGB 05 15 1730 S07 W75 05 10.1 2.0 0300 4175
18869 BIGB 05 05 1719 S14 E75 05 11.4 1.5 0900
18869 BIGB 05 06 1820 513 E60 05 11.3 2.0 0900
18869 BIGB 05 07 1720 512 E47 05 11.3 2.0 0900
18869 BIGB 05 09 1830 S12 E22 05 11.4 1.5 0900
18869 BIGB 05 10 1635 S12 E04 C5 11.0 2.0 0900
18869 BIGB 05 12 1638 SIO W20 05 11.2 2.0 0900
18869 BIGB 05 13 1554 S12 W33 05 11.2 1.5 0900
18869 BIGB 05 14 1635 512 W48 05 11	 1 1.5 1000
18869 BIGB 05 15 1730 512 W58 05 11.3 2.0 0900
18869 BIGB 05 16 1835 511 W75 05 11.1 1.0 0900
18869 BIGB 05 17 1835 511 W80 05 11.7 1.0 0400
18871 BIG8 05 06 1820 S31 E78 05 12.9 3.5 500C 4171
18871 81GB 05 07 1720 S31 E64 05 12.8 3.5 5200 4171
18871 BIG8 05 09 1830 S31 E40 05 12.9 3.5 4800 4171
18871 BIGB 05 10 1635 S31 E25 05 12.7 3.5 4800 4171
18871 BIGB 05 12 1638 531 E02 05 12.8 3.5 4300 4171
18871 BIGB 05 13 1554 531 W09 05 12.9 3.0 30:' 4171
18871 BIGB 05 14 1635 S31 W23 05 12.9 3.0 4100 4171
18871 BIG8 05 15 1730 S31 W36 C5 12.9 3.5 4100 4171
18871 BIGB 05 16 1835 531 W50 05 12.8 3.5 3500 4171
18871 BIGB 05 17 1835 531 W62 05 12.9 3.0 3700 4171
18870 BIGB 05 06 1820 S12 E80 05 12.8 3.0 1300 4172
18870 91GB 05 07 17 1 J 511 E67 05 12.8 3.0 1600 4172
18870 BIGB 05 09 1830 509 E43 05 13.0 3.5 1600 4172
18870 5;GB 05 10 1635 S09 E27 05 1'.7 3.0 1600 4172
18870 BIGB 05 12 1638 S10 E04 05 13.0 3.5 2000 4172
18870 BIGB 05 13 1554 S10 W09 05 13.0 3.5 2000 4172
18870 BIGB 05 14 1635 S10 W25 05 12.8 3	 5 2000 4172
18870 BIGB 05 15 1730 S09 W37 05 12.9 3.5 2000 4172
18870 BIG8 05 16 183 510 W51 05 12.9 3.5 2000 4172
18870 BIGB 05 17 1835 5 1 0, W64 05 13.0 3.5 2000 4172
1R'-,2 BIGB 05 09 1830 Sit E70 05 15.0 2.5 0700 4176 4178
:8872 BIGB 05 10 1635 S11 E51 05 14.5 2.0 0700 1176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 12 1638 SID E28 05 14.8 2.5 1000 4176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 13 1554 509 E12 05 14.6 3.5 0500 4176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 14 1635 S09 WO1 05 14.6 3.0 0850 4176 417E
96
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May 83 CALCIUM PLAGE	 REGIONS





Piage Time CMP Area NOAA/USAF Sunspot Groups
Region Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day Intensity (10-6 Hemi) /1 f2	 /3
18872 D1GB 05 15 1730 S08 W15 05 14.6
------•--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.5 0900 4176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 16 1835 S08 W28 05 14.7 2.5 0900 4176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 17 1835 S08 W42 05 14.6 3.0 0825 4176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 19 1720 S09 W70 05 14.5 3.5 0850 4176 4178
18872 BIGB 05 20 1750 S10 W80 05 14.7 1.5 0050 4176 4178
18873 BIGB 05 09 1830 S19 E74 05 15.4 2.0 0130 4185
18873 BIGB 05 10 1635 S19 E55 05 14.9 1.5 0150 4185
18873 BIG8 05 12 1638 S18 E31 05 15.0 1.5 0650 4185
18873 BIGB 05 13 1554 S17 E17 05 14.9 :.5 0650 4185
18873 BIGB 05 14 1635 S17 E04 05 15.0 1.5 0750 4185
18873 BIGB 05 15 1730 S17 W10 05 15.0 2.0 0800 4185
18873 BIGB 05 16 1835 S16 W24 05 14.9 2.0 0800 4185
18873 BIGB 05 17 1835 S15 W38 05 14.9 7 0 0700 4185
18873 BIGB 05 19 1720 S15 W71 05 14	 3 1.0 0450 4185
18873 BIGB 05 20 1750 Sl y W80 05 14.7 1.0 0275 4185
18879 BIGB 05 13 1554 S08 E21 05 15.2 1.0 0250 4177
18879 BIGB 05 14 1635 S09 E07 05 15.2 1.0 0300 4177
19879 BIG8 05 15 1730 S09 W07 05 15.2 2.5 0500 4177
18??: bTGB 05 16 1835 S08 W20 05 15.3 2.5 0500 4177
18879 PIGB 05 17 1835 S09 W33 05 15.3 2.5 0700 4177
18879 VIGB 05 19 1720 S08 W60 05 15.2 2.5 0500 4177
18879 BIGB 05 20 1750 S08 W73 05 15.3 1.0 0350 4177
18885 BIGB 05 17 1835 S19 W33 05 15.2 2.5 0275
18885 BIGB 05 19 1720 S20 W61 05 15.0 3.0 0575
18885 BIGB 05 20 1750 S21 W79 05 14.7 2.5 0350
18874 BIG8 05 09 1830 N23 E72 05 15.3 1.5 0500
18874 BIGB 05 10 1635 N23 E56 05 15.0 1.0 0500
18874 BIGB 05 12 1638 N24 E38 05 15.6 1.0 1400
18874 BIGB 05 13 1554 N25 E23 05 15.4 1.0 1000
18874 BIGB 05 14 1635 N24 Ell 05 15.5 1.0 1500
18874 BIGB 05 15 1730 N25 W03 05 15.5 1.0 1500
18874 BIGB 05 16 1835 N24 W16 05 15.5 1.0 1300
18874 BIG8 05 17 1335 N24 W30 05 15.4 1.0 0900
18874 BIGB 05 19 1720 N25 W59 05 15.1 1.0 11950
18874 BIGB 05 20 1750 N25 W83 05 14.3 1.0 0650
18875 BIGB 05 12 1638 S06 E51 05 16.5 1.5 0300 4111A
18875 BIGB 05 13 1554 S06 E37 05 16.4 2.0 0350 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 14 1635 S07 E23 05 16.4 2.5 0400 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 15 1730 506 E09 05 16.4 1.5 0275 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 16 1835 S06 W05 05 16.4 1.5 0300 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 17 1635 S05 W17 05 16.5 1.5 0300 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 19 1720 505 W72 05 14.3 1.0 0400 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 20 1750 506 W58 05 16.4 1.0 0200 4177A
18875 oIGB 05 21 1660 S06 W72 05 16.3 1.0 0150 4177A
18875 BIGB 05 22 1660 506 W82 05 16.6 1.0 0150 4177A
18877 BIGB 05 12 1638 Sit E55 05 16.8 1.0 0125
18877 BIGB 05 13 1554 Sll E43 05 16.9 1.5 0175
18876 BIGB C5 12 1638 N09 E69 05 17.9 3.0 1650 4174
18876 BIGB 05 13 1554 4C9 E51 05 17.5 3.0 1200 4174
18876 BIGB 05 14 1635 N08 E41 05 17.8 3.0 1700 4174
18876 BIGB 05 15 1730 HOF E24 05 17.5 3.0 1900 4174
18876 BIGB 05 16 1835 N09 E08 05 17.4 3.0 2000 4174
18876 BIGB 05 17 1835 N10 W04 05 17.5 3.0 1900 4174
18876 BIGB 05 19 1720 NIO W33 05 17.2 3.0 1750 4174
18876 BIGB 05 20 1750 N09 W44 05 17.4 3.0 2500 4174
18876 3105 05 21 1660 N09 W55 05 17.6 3.5 2000 41'4
18876 BIGB 05 22 1660 N09 W67 05 17.7 3.0 2000 4114
18876 BIGB 05 23 2000 N09 W78 05 18.0 2.5 1600 4174
18876 BIGB 05 24 :620 N11 W80 05 18.7 i.0 1000 4174
18878 BIGB 05 12 1638 Nll E83 05 18.9 1.0 0150 4182
18878 BIGB 05 13 1554 N11 E65 05 18.5 3.0 1000 4182
18878 BIG8 05 14 IC35 N10 E56 U5 18 9 2.5 1550 4182
18878 BIGB 05
------------------------------------------
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Plage Time C14P Area NOAA/USAF Sunspot Groups
















18878 BIGB 05 17 1835 N12 E14 05 18.8 3.0 1300 4182
18878 BIGD 05 19 1720 N13 W16 05 18.5 3.0 1600 4182
18878 BIGB 05 20 1750 N13 W25 05 18.8 2.0 0650 4182
18878 BIGB 05 21 1660 N13 W37 05 18.9 2.0 0700 4182
18878 BIGB 05 22 1660 N13 W50 05 18.9 2.0 0700 4182
18878 BIGB 05 23 2000 N13 W64 05 19.0 1.5 0900 4182
18878 BIGB 05 24 1620 N16 W75 05 19.0 1.0 0900 4182
18881 BIG8 05 14 '35 Nil E70 05 19.9 3.0 0300
18881 BIGB 05 '.30 N11 E51 05 19.6 2.0 MO
1888 1 BIG8 05 1835 N13 E40 05 19.8 1.5 0500
18881 BIGB 05 , 1835 N13 E27 05 19.8 1.0 0250
18881 BIGB 05 !9 1720 N13 W03 05 19.5 1.0 0250
18896 BIGB 05 22 1660 NIP W37 05 19.9 1.5 0175
18896 BIGB 05 23 2000 N12 W53 05 19.2 i.5 0125
18896 BIGB 05 24 1620 N13 W63 05 19.9 1.? 0!"u
18897 BIGB 05 23 2000 S06 W51 05 20.0 3.0 0130 4168
18897 BIGB 05 24 1620 S05 W63 05 20.0 3.0 0550 4188
18897 BIGB 05 25 1815 S05 W76 05 20.1 2.5 0700 4188
18880 BIGB 05 14 1635 S27 E82 05 21.1 2.0 0750 4119
18880 BIGB 05 15 1730 S28 E70 05 21.2 2.5 1000 4179
18880 BIGB 05 15 1835 S28 E58 05 21.3 2.5 1000 4179
18880 BIGB 05 17 1835 S28 E42 05 21.0 2.5 1000 4179
18880 BIGB 05 19 1720 528 E17 05 21.0 2.0 1300 4179
18880 BIG8 05 20 175r S26 E05 C5 21.1 2.0 0850 4179
18880 BIGB 05 21 1 f oO S26 W07 05 21.2 2.5 0800 417
18880 3IGB 05 22 1660 S26 W21 05 =1.1 2.5 0800 4119
HUCI BIGB 05 23 2000 S25 W34 05 21.2 2.5 0050 41r9
18880 BIGB 05 74 1620 S22 W47 05 21.1 2.0 0950 417?
18880 BIGB 05 25 1815 S22 W75 05 20.0 2.5 100r 4179
18880 BIGB 05 26 1710 522 W78 05 20.7 2.5 1000 4179
18882 BIGB 05 15 1730 N14 E71 05 21.1 2.5 0600
18882 BIGB 05 16 1835 N14 E64 05 21.6 1.5 0650
18882 BIGB 05 l/ ?835 N14 E47 05 21.3 1.5 0700
18882 BIGB 05 19 1%20 N14 Ell 05 20.5 1.0 0650
18882 BIGB 05 20 1750 N16 E06 05 21	 2 1.0 0650
18882 BIG8 05 21 1660 N15 W07 05 21.2 1.0 Gfw=O
18882 BIGB 05 22 1660 N15 W21 05 21.1 1.0 0650
18882 BIGB 05 23 2000 N16 W36 05 21.1 1.5 0700
18882 BIGB 05 24 1620 N15 W46 05 2!.2 1.0 0600
18882 BIGB 05 25 1815 N16 W57 05 21.4 1.0 0550
18883 Bi'8 05 15 1730 523 E71 05 21.2 3.0 3500 4181
18883 BIG8 05 16 1835 S74 E65 05 21.8 3.0 3500 4181
18883 BIG8 05 17 1835 S24 E49 05 21.5 3.0 2800 4181
18883 BIGB 05 19 1720 S24 E31 05 22.1 3.5 2300 4181
18883 BIGB 05 20 1750 S24 E17 05 22.0 3.5 2300 4181
18883 BIGB 05 21 1660 S24 E05 05 22.1 3.5 2500 4181
18883 BIG8 05 22 1660 S24 W06 05 22.2 3.5 2500 4181
18883 BIGB 05 23 2000 S25 W22 05 22.1 3.5 2150 4181
18883 BIGB 05 24 1620 524 W32 05 22.2 3.5 2450 4181
18883 BIGB 05 25 1815 S23 W44 05 22.4 3.5 2250 4181
18883 BIGB 05 26 1710 S22 W62 05 21.9 3.5 2100 4181
18883 BIGB 05 27 1730 S24 W70 05 22.3 3.5 2000 4181
18883 BIGB 05 28 1718 S24 W75 05 22.9 2.0 1000 4181
18884 BIGB 05 16 1835 S14 E75 05 22.4 2.5 2000
18884 P.IGB 05 17 1835 S14 E62 05 22.4 2.5 1700
18884 BIGB 05 19 1720 S14 E35 05 22.4 2.0 1700
18884 BIGB 05 20 1750 S14 E23 05 22.5 2.0 1700
18884 BIGB 05 21 1660 S14 E08 05 22.3 2.5 1600
18884 BIGB 05 22 1660 S15 W03 05 22.5 2.0 1600
18884 BIGB 05 23 2000 S16 W16 05 22.6 2.5 1700
18884 BIGB 05 24 1620 S14 W30 05 22.4 2.5 1500
18884 BIGB 05 25 1815 S13 W43 05 22.5 2.0 1450
18884 BIGB 05 26 1710 512
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Plage Time CMP Area NOAA/USAF Sunspot Groups
Region Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day intensity (10-6 Heml) f1	 /2	 /3
18884 BIGB 05 27 1730 S13 W71 05 22.4
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.0 1275
18887 BIGB 05 19 1720 S08 E4? 05 23.4 1.0 0200 4186
18887 B1G8 05 20 1750 S08 E36 05 23.4 1.0 0200 4186
18887 BIGB 05 21 1660 510 E23 05 23.4 1.0 0200 4186
18887 BIGB 05 22 1660 S14 E17 05 24.0 1.5 0350 4186
18887 BIGB 05 23 2000 S14 E02 05 24.0 1.5 0550 4186
18887 BIGB 05 24 1620 S11 W10 05 23.9 1.5 0500 4186
18887 BIGB 05 25 1815 511 W25 05 23.9 1.5 0500 4186
18887 BIGB 05 26 1710 S11 W34 05 24.1 1.5 0650 4186
18887 BIGB 05 27 1730 S11 W45 05 24.3 1.5 0700 4186
18887 BIGB 05 28 1718 511 W57 05 24.4 3.0 0700 4186
19887 BIGB 05 29 1946 S11 W73 05 24.3 3.0 0900 4186
18886 BIGB 05 17 1835 N15 E80 05 23.8 3.5 1400 4183
18886 BIGB 05 19 1720 N16 E56 05 24.0 3.5 2700 4183
18886 BIGB 05 20 1750 N17 E41 05 23.8 3.5 2500 4183
18886 BIGB 05 21 1660 N17 E29 05 23.9 3.5 3200 4183
18886 BIGB 05 22 1660 N16 E17 05 24.0 4.0 2800 4183
18886 B1G8 05 23 2000 N17 E05 05 24.2 4.0 3400 4183
18896 BIGB 05 24 1620 N16 W10 05 23.9 3.5 3400 4183
18886 BIGB 05 25 1815 N17 W25 05 23.9 3.5 3200 4183
18886 BIGB 05 26 1710 N17 W39 05 23.7 3.5 3200 4183
18886 B1G8 05 27 1730 N19 W53 05 23.7 3.5 3200 4183
18886 BIGB 05 28 1718 N19 W64 05 23.8 3.5 3200 4183
18886 BIGB 05 29 1946 N19 W71 05 24.4 3.0 0900 4183
18894 BICB 05 21 1660 S07 E36 05 24.4 1.5 0375
18894 BIGB 05 22 1660 S09 E25 05 24.6 1.5 0300
18894 BIGB 05 23 2000 S09 E10 05 24.6 1.0 0300
18894 BIGB 05 24 1620 508 W04 05 24.4 1.0 0125
18888 BIGB 05 19 1720 N16 E72 05 25.2 2.5 0800
18888 BIGB 05 20 1750 N16 E59 05 25.2 2.5 0800
18888 BIG6 05 21 1660 N18 E46 05 25.2 2.5 0900
18888 BIGB 05 22 1660 N16 E32 05 25.1 2.5 1000
18888 BIGB 05 23 2000 N18 E20 05 25.3 2.5 0800
18888 31GB 05 24 1620 N18 E10 05 25.4 2.5 0950
18888 BIGB 05 25 1815 N20 W05 05 25.4 2.0 0900
18888 BIGB 05 26 1710 N19 W17 05 25.4 2.0 1000
18888 BIGB 05 27 1730 N20 W30 05 25.4 2.0 1000
18888 BIGB 05 28 1718 N21 W40 05 25.6 1.5 1000
18888 BIGB 05 29 1946 N21 W55 05 25.6 1.5 2900
18888 BIGB 05 30 1910 N19 W69 05 25.5 1.0 2000
18889 BIGB 05 19 1720 514 E68 05 24.9 2.0 1900 4192
18889 BIGB 05 20 1750 S15 E54 05 24.8 2.5 1850 4192
18889 BIGB 05 21 1660 S17 E45 05 25.1 2.5 1700 4192
18889 BIGB 05 22 1660 S19 E37 05 25.5 2.5 2150 4192
18889 BIGB 05 23 2000 S20 E13 05 24.8 2.5 2100 4192
18889 BIGB 05 24 1620 517 E09 05 25.4 2.5 2000 4192
18889 BIGB 05 25 1815 S18 W04 05 25.4 2.5 2100 4192
18889 BIGB 05 26 1710 S18 W13 05 25.7 2.5 2350 4192
18889 BIGB 05 27 1730 S19 W28 n5 25.6 2.5 2350 4192
18889 BIGB 05 28 1718 S18 W36 05 26.0 2.5 2000 4192
18889 BIGB 05 29 1946 S20 W60 05 15.2 2.5 2000 4192
18889 BIGB 05 30 1910 S20 W72 05 25.3 2.5 2000 4192
18890 BIGB 05 20 1750 510 E74 05 26.3 1.0 0500 4193
18890 BIG8 05 21 1660 S09 E50 05 25.5 1.5 0750 4193
18890 BIGB 05 22 1660 S11 E43 05 25.9 1.5 0700 4193
18890 BIGB 05 23 2000 S12 E30 05 26.1 1.5 0700 4193
18890 BIGB 05 24 1620 S10 E16 05 25.9 2.0 0800 4193
18890 BIGB 05 25 1815 S08 E04 05 2E 1 2.0 0750 4193
18890 BIGB 05 26 1710 S08 W13 05 25.7 2.5 0800 4193
18890 BIGB 05 27 1730 S08 W26 05 25.8 3.5 0875 4193
18890 BIGB 05 28 1718 S06 W38 05 25.9 3.5 1750 4193
18890 BIGB 05 29 1946 S07 W55 05 25.7 3.5 1000 4193
18890 BIGB 05 30 1910 S09 W69 05 25.6 3.0 08'0 4193
18890 BIGB 05 31 1840 S07 W79 05 25.9 1.5 0-1_j 4193
18892 BIGB 05 20 1750 S17 E70
------------------------------------------------------------------------------




CALC I	 UM PLAGE
	
REGIONS May 83
(URUERLU BY CENIRAL MERIDIAN PASSAGE DATE)






Plage Time CMP Area NOAA/USAF Sunspot Groups
Region Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
intensity (10-6 Hem,) f1 f2	 /3
18892 BIG8 05 21 1660 S16 E58 05 26.1 2.5 0500 4185
18892 BIGB 05 22 1660 S17 E48 05 26.3 3.0 0900 4185
18892 BIGB 05 23 2000 S18 E34 05 26.4 3.0 0900 4185
18892 BIGB 05 24 1620 S17 E21 05 26.3 3.0 0900 4185
18892 BIGB 05 25 1815 S17 E07 05 26.3 3.5 0850 4185
18892 BIGB 05 26 1710 S17 W07 05 26.2 3.0 1000 4185
18892 BIGB 05 27 1730 S17 W18 05 26.4 3 0 1000 4185
18892 BIGB 05 28 1718 S16 W32 05 26.3 3.0 1000 4185
18892 BIGB 05 29 1946 517 W47 05 26.2 3.0 1200 4185
18892 BIGB 05 30 1910 518 W59 05 26.3 3.0 1300 4185
18892 BIGB 05 31 1840 517 W73 05 26.2 2.5 1000 4185
18891 BIGB 05 20 1750 S03 E77 05 26.5 1.0 0700 4195
18891 BIGB 05 21 1660 S03 E63 05 26.4 2.5 1000 4;95
18891 BIGB 05 22 1660 S03 E54 05 26.7 2.5 1300 4195
13891 BIGB 05 23 2000 SU3 E41 05 26.9 2.5 1100 4195
18891 BIGB 05 24 1620 506 E26 05 26.6 2.5 1650 4195
18891 BIGB 05 25 1815 SU4 E10 05 26.5 2.5 1200 4195
16891 BIGB 05 26 1710 S03 W04 05 26.4 2.0 0950 4195
18891 BIGB 05 27 1730 503 W16 05 26.5 2.0 1000 4195
18891 BIGB 05 26 1718 S03 W28 05 26.6 2.0 100) 4195
18891 BIGB 05 29 1946 S03 W42 05 26.7 2.0 1000 4195
18891 BIGB 05 30 1910 504 W55 05 26.7 1.5 1000 4195
188!1 BIGB 05 31 1840 S03 W70 05 26.5 2.0 1200 4195
18893 BIGB 05 21 1660 S16 E68 05 26.9 1.5 0150 4187
18893 BIGB 05 22 1660 518 E57 OF 2 7 .0 3.5 1400 4187
18893 BIGB 05 23 2000 518 EV 05 27 2 3.5 1500 4187
18893 BIGB 05 24 1620 S19 E:-O 05 27.0 4.0 1700 4187
18893 BIGB 05 25 1815 S16 E17 05 27.0 3.5 1700 4187
18893 BIGB 05 26 1710 517 EO' 05 26.8 3.5 1850 4187
18893 BIG8 05 27 1730 517 W10 05 27.0 3.5 2000 4187
18893 BIGB 05 28 1718 S15 W22 L5 27.0 3.5 2000 4187
18893 BIGB 05 29 1946 S16 W35 05 27.2 3.5 2300 4187
18893 BIG8 05 30 1910 S17 W48 05 27.1 4.0 2300 4187
18893 BIGB 05 31 1840 516 W62 05 27.1 4.0 1900 4187
18893 BIG8 06 01 1940 S17 W80 05 26.8 3.0 1200 4187
18895 BIG8 05 25 1815 SO4 E20 05 27.2 3.0 0325
18895 BIGB 05 26 1710 504 E06 05 27.2 2.0 0400
18895 BIGB 05 27 1730 503 E07 05 281 2.0 0400
18898 BIGB 05 23 2000 N17 E54 05 27.9 1.0 0400 4189
18898 BIGB 05 24 1620 N15 E40 05 27.7 3.0 0550 4189
18898 BIG8 05 25 1815 N15 E27 05 27.8 2.5 0750 4189
18898 BIGB 05 26 1710 N16 E14 05 27.8 2.5 0800 4189
18898 BIGB 05 27 1730 N16 WO1 05 27.6 2.5 0700 4189
18898 BIGB 05 28 1718 N16 W13 05 27.7 2.5 0700 4189
i8898 BIGB 05 29 1946 N15 W27 05 21.8 2.5 0650 4189
18898 BIGB 05 30 1910 N15 W39 05 27.8 2.0 0650 4189
18898 BIGB 05 31 1840 N16 W64 05 26.9 1.5 0750 4189
18898 BIGB 06 01 1940 N17 W70 05 27.6 1.0 0500 4189
18906 BIG8 06 01 1940 S08 W46 05 29.5 1.5 0100
18906 BIGB 06 02 1950 508 W55 05 29.8 1.0 0100
18899 BIGB 05 23 2000 N12 E70 05 29.1 1.0 0700 4191
18899 BIGB 05 24 1620 N08 E62 05 29.3 3.5 1000 4191
18899 BIG8 05 25 1815 N11 E52 05 29.7 3.5 1500 4191
18899 BIGB 05 26 1710 NIO E37 05 29.5 3.0 1350 4191
18899 BIGB 05 27 1730 N12 E23 05 29.5 3.0 1450 4191
18899 BIGB 05 28 1718 N12 E13 05 29.7 3.0 1000 4191
18899 BIGB 05 29 1946 N12 W03 05 29.6 3.0 1000 4191
18899 BIGB 05 30 1910 N11 W15 05 29.7 2.5 1100 4191
18899 BIGB 05 31 1840 N12 W31 05 29.4 2.5 1100 4191
18899 BIGB 06 01 1940 N14 W43 05 29.7 2.5 0800 4191
18899 BIGB 06 02 1950 N14 W54 05 29.8 1.5 0700 4191
18900 BIGB 05 24 1620 S13 E85 05 31.1 1.0 0700 4199 4202















May 83	 CALCIUM PLAGE REGIONS




Plage Time CMP Area NOAA/USAF Sunspot Groups
Region Sta Mo Day (UT) Lat CMD Mo Day Intensity (10-6 Hemi) /1 /2	 I3
189CO BIGB 05 27 1730 S11 E45 05 31.1
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.5 MO 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 05 28 1718 S11 E35 05 31.3 3.5 3'00 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 05 29 1946 S12 W21 05 28.2 3.5 3800 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 05 30 1910 S12 E08 05 31.4 3.5 3400 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 05 31 1840 S13 W07 05 31.2 3.5 3650 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 06 01 1940 S12 W20 05 31.3 3.0 3500 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 06 02 1950 S12 W32 05 31.4 3.0 3300 4199 4202
18900 BIGB 06 05 1750 S12 W70 05 31.5 3.0 3000 4194 4202
18901 BIGB 05 24 1620 N13 E83 05 30.9 1.5 0600
18901 BIGB 05 25 1815 N14 E77 05 31.6 3.0 1000
18901 BIGB 05 26 1710 N13 E59 05 31.2 3.0 0900
18901 BIGB 05 27 1730 N14 E46 05 31.2 3.0 1000
18901 BIGB 05 28 1718 N13 E36 05 31.4 3.0 1000
18901 BIGB 05 29 1946 N12 E19 05 31.2 3.0 1000
18901 BIGB n5 30 1910 N12 E07 05 31.3 2.5 1000
18901 BIG' 05 31 1840 N13 W06 05 31.3 2.0 0900
18901 BIGB Ot 01 1940 N14 W23 05 31.1 2.0 0900
18901 BIGB 06 02 1950 N14 W30 05 31.5 1.5 0700
18901 BIGB 06 05 1750 N14 W78
---------------------------------------------------------------------------









t Plage Plage Plage Plage Area Smallest Largest
Day Sta Index Count ( Millionths Solar-of Hemisphere) Intensity Intensity-- --- -- -
r----------------------------------------
01 No Observations This Day
02 BIGB 36.7 17 125 3700 18425 1.0 3.5
03 BIGB 35.4 17 175 4700 20175 1.0 3.5
04 BIGB 32.5 15 150 4700 19175 1.0 4.0
05 BIGB 30.8 14 125 3200 15275 1.0 3.5
06 BIGB 30.0 13 150 5000 13050 1.5 3.5
07 BIGB 34.5 12 150 5200 18250 1.0 3.5
08 No Observations This Day
09 BIGB 36.5 13 130 4800 19230 1.0 3.5
10 BIGB 32.8 11 150 4800 16750 1.0 4.0
11 No Observations This Day
12 BIGB 37.3 14 125 4300 17525 1.0 4.0
13 BIGB 31.3 14 175 3850 16375 1.0 3.5
14 BIGB 32.6 15 300 4100 20050 1.0 4.0
15 BIGB 37.7 16 2'5 4100 22825 1.0 4.0
16 BIGB 34.7 15 300 3500 21650 1.0 3.5
17 BIGB 32.3 17 250 3700 20850 1.0 3.5
18 No Observations This Day -
19 BIGB 30.5 17 200 2700 18875 i.0 3.5
20 BIGB 29.4 19 200 2500 1',975 1.0 3.5
21 BIGB 35.8 16 150 3200 17175 1.0 3.5
22 BIGB 40.4 17 150 2800 19475 1.0 4.0
23 BIGB 43.8 19 125 3400 20605 1.0 4.0
24 BIGB 47.4 21 100 3400 22925 1.0 4.0
25 BIGB 45.6 18 325 3200 23125 1.0 3.5
26 BIGB 46.4 17 400 3200 24525 1.5 3.5	 4
27 BIGB 48.8 16 400 3300 24750 1.5 3.5	 i
28 BIGB 45.0 15 650 3700 22100 1.5 3.5
29 BIGB 44.6 15 650 3800 23700 1.5 3.5
30 BIGB 39.9 13 650 4200 22550 1.0 4.0
31 BIGB 37.7 11 700 5000 19150 1.5 4.0
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ACE FIRST SEEN DURATION
18819 Now	 (vic. of	 18790)
------------------------------------------------------•---------------------
1 830325 >11 days
820 18790 2 830326 5'10
822 New 1 830330 >06
828 New 1 830403 >02






827 18796 5 830404 713
830 Now 1 830409 5,08
829 New (vic. of	 18832) 1 830416 702
831 18804 2 830409 >09
832
-----------------------------------







833 New,	 In	 leading
portion of	 18806 1 (30414 >04
834 New,	 in	 trailing
portion of	 18806 1 830414 >04
835 New 1 830414 >10




------ — - --
>10
840 New 1 830415 509
839 New 1 830414 >10
838 18810 830414 710








843 18812 4 830417 712
849 New 1 830423 >o1
851 New 1 830427 701








846 18816 3 830423 >10
845 New 1 830423 510
847 New (vic. of	 18819) 2 8304?3 713








857 Now 1 830427 708











1. No CaK Observations at BBSO on Apr. 1-26, 29, 30.
2. No CaK Prints on Apr. 5-8, 10-13, 18-23, 24-26, 29, 30.
3. No KPNO Magnetograms on Apr. 7, 11, 12, 16, 20, 21, 30.
4. Contiguous Plages: 18825/18826
18833/18834
5. Mount Wilson CaK Prints were used on Apr. 1-4, 9, 14-17, 23.
wr
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AGE FIRST SEEN DURATION
-
18853 Now
-	 -----	 -- ----- -------------------------------------------
1 830427 >07 days
861 Now 1 830502 501
854 Now 1 830427 707
862 Now 1 830502 >06





of	 18025 2 830427 13
865 Now 1 830503 >07
860 Now (vic. of	 18826) 1 830502 >09
879 New 1 830513 08




18827 6 830502 13
aJ6 New (vic. of	 18830) 1 830503 13
867 Now 1 830503 13
869 18831 3 830505 13
870 New (vic. of	 188:4)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 830506 >12
871 Nkq (vic. of	 18832) 1 830506 712
872 New (vic. of	 18836) 1 830509 712
885 New 1 830517 04








875 New 1 830512 11
877 Now 1 830512 02
876 18838 4 830512 13








P91 Now 1 830514 06
897 New 1 830523 03
880 New ! 830514 13
882
-




884 18844 2 830516 >12
886 New	 (vic. of	 18845) 1 830517 —13
887 13846 4 830519 >11
894 New 1 830521 04
888 18852 &	 18848
---------•-----------------------------•-------------------------------
2 830519 12
'	 889 18847 2 830519 >12
890 New 1 830520 12
892 New 1 830520 12




895 New (vic, of	 18850) 1 830525 03
898 Now 1 830523 10
899 :8862 2 830523 >13










901 18865 2 830524 13
1. No CaK Observations at BBSO on May 6, 7, 14-17, 22, 24-31.
2. No CaK Prints on May 1, 8, 11, 18.
3. No KPNO Megnetograms were missing In May.
4. Contiguous Plages: 18848/18852, 18857/18858, 18866/18867,
18872/18879, 18887/18889/18890, 18900/18902
5. Mount Nilson CaK Prints were uied on May 6, 7, 14 -17, 22, 24-31.
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